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CHAPTER- IV 

GROWTH AND POPULARITY OF SUN WORSHIP IN 

EARLY BENGAL 

The lands comprised within early Bengal find no mention at all in the Vedic 

Sainhitas. The horizon of the earliest Aryan singers is apparently limited to the region 

extending eastwards only as far as Bhagalpur. Further, the Aitareya BriihmmJa
1 

refers to 

the Pu1;1~ras, an ancient Bengal tribe. as dasvus or outlandish barbarians who lived in 

- - 2 
large numbers beyond the borders of Aryandom. The Aitareya ArmJyaka that probably 

refers to the Vangas. another early Bengal tribe, do so in contemptuous terms. Thus. it is 

quite clear that Bengal was outside the zone of Aryan culture even in the later Vedic 

period. The state of things was not very different even in the Szitra period. The 

Baudhiiyana Dharmaszltru3 prescribes a penance for those who visit. among other 

countries. PuQgra and Vanga representing north Bengal and east Bengal. Even the Jaina 

Szltras also represent the people of Ra~ha as uncultured and almost savage. The I inguistic 

and ethnological e\ idenccs render it highly probable that Bengal was. until the period 

represented by the Sillras. mostly peopled by non-Aryan races. It may be presumed that 

they had a developed culture of their own even though it was non-Vedic and non-Aryan. 

Religious practices in early l3cngal included the reverence and worship. 

observances and beliefs of the original inhabitants of the different settlements of Bengal.4 

Some idea of this lost history may be had from a critical study of the practices of the 

present primitive tribes of Bengal, as there has been no revolutionary change in their 
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religious beliefs and practices since time immemorial. Incidentally, an attempt has also 

been made to understand the position of the Sun as a folk god among the Briihmm;lical 

womenfolk and the different tribal communities in present-day Bengal in Appendix B. 

The antiquity of Sun worship in early Bengal is obscure. However, the earliest 

definite reference to the worship of the god in this land occurs in the Ar$eya Upani$ad 

that may be dated in the fourth century B.C. In this Upani$ad, 5 the PmJdras and the 

Sumhas are described as the Sun worshipping tribes. In the Epics, the country of the 

Puodras who may be regarded as low castc6 corresponds with Bengal and Bihar. The 

Gupta epigraphs and the Chinese records place the territory of the Puo~ras -then styled 

Puo~ravardhana - in north Bengal 7 Puoqranagara. the capital city of the Puoqras. is 

proved by epigraphic evidence to have hecn situated in the Bogra district of northern 

l:kngal. fhc country of the Suhmas roughly ~orrcsponJ to a portion of or to Riu!Jul which 

lies to the west of the Ganges. including lamluk (Midnapore) and the districts ,,f 

Hooghly and 13urdwan. The non-Aryan Pu~1~/ras and Sum/m,· hclicved in the worship of 

the Sun as the highest reality8 This ,-icw of Rrahman held by the Puo9ra1 and the 

Sumhas was shared by Bharadvaja. as is alleged by the sage Gautama. It is deserving of 

note that the Bharadvajas were specially connected with l'u~an a Sun god. Most 

probably, they had been the spokesperson of the class of peoples most likely non-Aryan 

who believed in the supremacy of the Sun god. It can now be safely said that the worship 

of the Sun as the Supreme reality prevailed in Bengal at least since the later Vedic period 

among the dominant tribes of north and west Bengal. However. whether the worship in 

human form was prevalent in those days is very difficult to say at the present state of our 

knowledge. 
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Sun worship was no less popular in pre-Gupta period. From inscription as well as 

the extant terracotta figures, plaques, seals and sealing, we can draw a comprehensive 

picture of the adoration of the Sun god. Profound knowledge about the Vedic literature in 

ancient V ailga is strongly reflected from a Chandraketugarh seal (I st century A.D.). 9 It is 

said therein that "by his banners Siva is (recognizable as) the knower of Brahrna (or a 

Vedic philosopher)." Evidently, it was in the pre-Gupta ancient Vanga that BriihmaJ;~as 

besides Maga BralunaJ;!as, started coming into ancient Vanga under royal patronage and 

settling there permanently. 10 Of the Brahmal)ical deities, Agni, Siliya. lndra, Siva and his 

Sakti, Karttikeya, Gal)esa, Lak~ml, Ganga and Vi~QU were widely worshipped in ancient 

Vanga11 It seems that the Magians from Iran were not responsible for the first 

introduction of the image of the Sun god in India because indigenous represention of the 

god riding on a chariot drawn h: htlrsc., is c'l ident (rom the rdids discovered at l~odh

Gaya. Bhaja. Lilla Bhagat and Mathura. 12 The early indigenous representation of the Sun 

god in image t()mJ may be traced in some terracotta plaques from Bengal of the Sunga

Ku~fu)a period. 

A terracotta 13 from Tamluk (Pl. l a) belonging to c. 2nd century B.C. represents a 

standing winged tigurc with long stalks of full-blossomed lotus in his hands. lie wears a 

wide repousse torque (kmJ{hl). a !iirastraku. round-shaped earrings. armlets and beaded 

bracelets. He has a thick waistband and two wings beside the upper parts of the atms. 

Cluster of plantains are displayed on either side of the lower part of the stela. In addition. 

a pitcher-like object with ear of com shooting from is found on the pericarp of the 

petalled lotus. 
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The most interesting feature of the image is the delineation of the wings. The 

association of wings with Silrya originally occurs in the ]J.gveda. Here he is depicted as 

the fine-looking winged celestial bird Garutmiin in some of the hymns.
14 

SupanJa (well 

winged) is no other than the Sun itself. According to Yiiska, the SupanJa is 'Divyo 

divijah' (one who is 'originated in the sky'). "The learned call (this Aditya) as lndra, 

Mitra, Varu1,1a and Agni. He is bedecked with divine wings and characterized by beautiful 

movements ... ". 15 Full-blown lotuses in the hands of the figure are also highly significant. 

Lotus is connected with the Sun because it blooms only while the Sun shines. 

Iconography associated the lotus with the Sun because it resembled the bright Sun. Lotus 

is recognized as a Sun-symbol since early times and stands for the creative force i.e. the 

producer of all (Savitr sarvwya prasavitr). 1" A full-blown lotus (vika§ila-padmaJ is 

r'"gardcd principally as a Sun-symb,,l.'- According to Banerjee\.'' a:;suciation of lotus 

with the Sun is fully established bv the Pura1,1as. which enjoin the execution in solar 

sculpture of a twelve-petalled lotus. The round-shaped kan;a -hhii.~al}as seem to resemble 

Szlrya-mukhl (helianthus annus) flower. which has been traditionally been associated 

with Sun worship in Bengal. The plantain tree is traditionallY connected with the Sun 

worship, which is evident lrom its employment in the Milgha-mal}<jal Szirm-t-ruru as the 

symbolic representation of the Sun god.'" 

lt is, thus, clear that the winged ligurc represents the V t:dic Sun god Siirya. lt also 

shows that the Sun worship was introduced in ancient Vanga during the post-Maurva and 

pre-Gupta period under strong Brahmal)ical influence. This is eloquently reflected in the 

Kharosthf and Kharo~thi -Brahmf Inscriptions found in different parts of lower West 
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Bengal.20 Prevalence of Sun worship is evident from a good number of such winged 

fi " d . . v ' 21 tgures tOun m ancient anga. 

The association of lotus in Indian art with Sri (prosperity) or Lalcyml from 2nd -I st 

century B.C. and the representation of lotus in the hands of Siirya led to some alleged 

connection between their iconic elements and the growth of some sort of Siirya-Srl cult. 

Incidentally, we may refer to a terracotta plaque found from Chandraketugarh, which 

depicts a winged female figure. She is standing on the petalled lotus with stalks of lotuses 

in her two hands. Leaves and buds of lotuses are sprouting forth in different directions 

from her headgear. "She seems to have been represented as a deity of wealth or fertility 

having been essentially associated with Surya- the Sun god"." 

The representation of Surya as a winged human tigure23 is. no doubt. innovative. 

However. it \\as not a nc\\ one in the context uf greater Indian an as such. In the 

sculptural panels (2nd century B.C.) of Bharhut'4 (Sanchi). we find beautiful winged 

human ligures in Chunar red sandstone. In fact. the basic idea of identit}"ing the Sun god 

with the celestial bird Garutman (divya~ sa .')upanJa~ (;arutman) came from the !JK<·eda 

(1.164.46). Interestingly. winged figures are also l(nmd in the An of Wc:;t Asia2
' and 

Persia"' during the I5'h century B.C. As an example. we may refer to the royal scaln (first 

half of the 2nd millennium B.C.) of Shaushatar. the king of Mitami. which depicts a 

hybrid figure with outspread wings, spoked wheel-face and tail of a bird. No doubt. the 

figure represents the Sun as a bird. The currency of the concept of Sunbird as well as of 

the Indo-European language among both the Mitarmians and the Vedic Aryans points to 

some sort of connection between them. It is also well known that the Indian sub-continent 

had cultural contact with the west from very early times. However, it is deserving of note 
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that there is a considerable time-gap between the above-mentioned royal seal of 

Shaushatar depicting the Sunbird and the winged Tamluk Siirya. Probably, this time-gap 

contributed in building up the foundation of an art-movement that culminated in the 

mass-productions of art objects in India with the emergence of the Imperial Mauryas. The 

difference in time may also be further explained away. The Vedic rites and rituals had 

dominated the Aryan society in its earlier phase so greatly that there was very little scope 

for image-worship. However, the anti-establishment trend in customs and practices swept 

across the country with the rise of the Imperial Mauryas and the image worship gained 

predominance over the Vedic rites and rituals. This was reflected in the iconic 

representations of the time - both the Buddhist and Brahmar;tical ones. The cross-cultural 

connections as further reflected in the Hellenic and I lel!enistic art2
K of the time gave the 

mom.:ntum for a creative artistic acti1 >t). In thi:< till' two prominent factors · the 

indigenous formulae drawn !rom the l'edas. the l'un/IJaS. etc. and the l(Jreign influence -

had played a vital role. The Tamluk tcrracolta winged Surya is the product of the time 

and of the experiences that these two classes of people had lived in and developed over 

the years . 

lt ts quite clear that the Sun worshir in ancient Vm1ga devdoped along an 

indigenous line in which the Sun god appeared in the form of a winged god. The 

indigenousness lay in the additional attributes like those of the nwirE;ai-E;hata with 

sprouting leaves. plantain tree. etc. These additional attributes attest to the local socio

economic needs and practices of the society of ancient Variga. which was predominantly 

an agrartan one. 
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Another terracotta Siirya (I" century B.C. I A.D.) from Chandraketugarh, 24-

Parganas shows the god seated on the chariot drawn by four horses, which is unique in 

Bengal. He is flanked by two female figures. An animal-faced giant, the symbol of 

darkness, is shown as being trampled down under the rolling wheel of the celestial car. 

The god has a circular halo behind his head and wears a turbaned crown and a garland 

with a pendant. 

The sacred thread consisting of three strands on the image in question is also 

discemable on the figure of Agni hailing from Chandraketugarh. As already mentioned, 

the Vedic rites and sacrifices, which were in vogue in ancient Vanga, played a vital part 

in the enactment of the Yiijiiic rituals. In the Rgvcdic hymn.2
" Surya is identified with 

Agni. The sacred thread ofSurya may have the same ritualistic implications as in the case 

of agnilram in the iconic n:prcsentation of /\gni. "' i\nn;a appears f(>r the first time in 

Bengal as the charioteer of the Sun god in this very image. The two female attendants 

flanking the Sun god may he identified as Cl~a and l'ratyu~a. The artistic cohesion and 

religious emphasis of the entire iconic composition clearly shows that the religious 

orientation in ancient Vanga was undeniably in keeping with the performanc..:s of Vedic 

rites and rituals ·in the midst of a number of Brahmm;ical deities who were visualized in 

the growing PauraQic ambience'. 

The god is riding in this specimen on a tov-cart drawn bv four horses. On the . . 
Indo-Greek and Ku~iil)a coins. such representations have also been found. Four horses 

drawing the Sun's chariot also occur in the Bodh-Gaya railing-image (I" century B.C.). 

the Bhaja sculpture (Pune, I 51 or 2"d century B.C.), the Lala Bhagat relief (Kanpur, U.P.) 

2"d century A.D.) and the Surya relief of Anantagumphii cave of K~<;iagiri group of 
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Jaina shrines (Orissa, I 51 century A.D.).31 In the IJ.gveda, Siirya is described as "moving 

on a car drawn by one, by several or by seven fleet and ruddy horses" (1.115, 3-4; VII.60, 

3; VII.63, 2, etc.). Evidently, no particular significance is attached in the IJ.gveda to 

number four in respect of the horses of the Sun god's car. According to Cunningham, the 

four horses resemble the representation of Helios -the Greek Sun god. The Greek impact 

in solar iconography of Bengal does not seem to be unexpected in view of the discovery 

of the images of foreign deities like Janus (the Roman God of Beginnings) and Athena in 

the land of ancient Var\.ga in the Pre-Gupta era" 32 This resemblance is, however. 

superficial because the features of the Sun god along with O~a and Pratyii~a and the 

chariot are Indian in character. Characteristic features of the Ku~aoa period arc also 

traceable in the image under review in its round-shaped turban-like headdress and 

elaborate nimbus. Thus it may be said now that the I(Jreign cultures like the llellenic and 

Ku~i\Qa ones have already arrived and made their impact lelt in the Bengal solar 

iconography, though the religious spirit emphatically revolves round the hhakti element. 

One of the most significant findings about the Chandraketugarh tcrracotta Siirya 

is that the god, though largely resembling in many iconographic features with the Bodh 

Gaya. Bhaja. Lala Bhagat or Anantagumpha Sun images. appears as an independent deity 

along with his attendants and thus seems to have been object of worship with utmost 

devotion. while those four images of Siirya were depicted as accessory decorative figures 

in the religious ardtitccture of the heterodox or other BrahmaJ;Iical sects. A few more 

words need to be said about the greater but apparent similarity particularly between the 

Siirya relief from Bhaja Vihara n near Pune. Western Ghats and the Chandraketugarh 

terracotta Siirya. The Bhaja Siirya is a part of a unique relief and as such depicted in a 
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spirit more characterized by the narrative instinct of the sculptor than any sort of a 

pronounced impulse of bhakti. The Chandraketugarh Sun-relief, on the other hand, 

demonstrates the deep-rooted element of the bhakti cult that was literally sweeping the 

country during the pre-Gupta period . 

A terracotta seal34 (c. I st century A.D.) from Hadipur (North 24 Parganas) 

displays on one side a male figure in rigid samapiidasthiinaka pose. The figure holds in 

his right hand the heavy stalk of fully petalled lotus. Another smaller lotus appears 

beneath the elbow of the right hand and a lotus-bud on the other side of the larger 

petalled lotus. The left hand is placed akimbo. The figure is flanked by lotus plants on its 

right side and a banana plantain on its left side. A horse is standing in an east-west 

direction behind the plantain tree. The ligure is bedecked with a headdress of the type of 

Kausia cap and earrings. /\ square-shaped small symbol is found on the right shoulder. 

Interestingly. it wears a close fitting jacket gathered at the anklets and soft-padded boots. 

Since the ligure holds the stalk of the lotus in one of his hands and wears a northemer"s 

dress (udlcyave.ia). it could he taken as the image of Surya belonging to the formative 

stage. 

Tunic and boots in solar iconography occurs for the first time in ancient Vati.ga in 

this specimen. The northerner dress of the Sun god indicates the coming of the 

Iranian Surya (Mitra) in ancient Vanga. Further. this should have happened during 

the time of the settlement of the immigrants from the north-west. This is further 

corroborated by the fact that a pot-shred carrying an inscription refers to a Maga 

BriihrnaJ}a (.Jayanto- Makatah eko vastrah dvijah) ". 35 
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Apart from the lotus motif, this sort of dress (udicyavesa) is solely worn by the 

Sun god. Titis is evidenced by a good number of Sun images represented in coins, 

stones and terracotta from northwestern India in the post-Maurya and pre-Gupta 

period. The Brhat-samhitii(S7.46-47) lays down that he should be clad in the fashion 

of a northerner, (his body) from the feet up to the breast being covered 

(kuryadudfchyavesam gudham padaduro yavat). The Vi~·IJuudharmottara-puriiiJa 

(Ch, 67.2.16) of a later date says that he (the Sun god) should be covered with a coat 

mail and should wear a northerner's dress, his waist girdle representing yaviyanga 

(avyahga). Banerjea thinks that writers of such texts highlight in this way the alien 

origin of this variety of Sun cult, which was introduced into India in the beginning of 

the Christian era or even earlier. The Sun image under discussion bears close 

resemblance to MIIRO (Iranian Mithra) in respect of the extended right hand and the 

hand placed akimbo. EUOS (Helios). the Sun god. appears on the reverse of coins of 

the Ku~iil;la king Kani~ka A coin type of Huviska depicts on the re\ erse a solar deity 

with radiate nimbus. which makes a gesture of blessings and looks like MJIRO (ian 

Mithra) without his sword_;" 

The display of the horse in the image is quite signiticant. The f!.Kt•eda often 

describes Surya as riding on a car drawn by one. by several or b) seven fleeting and 

ruddy horses." In one verse (RV. 7 77.'\). he is depicted as a white brilliant stallion 

brought by O~ii. All the solar gods are inalienably connected with the horse. Therefore. it 

is evident that the deity is no other than the Sun god himself Thus, an intermediary stage 

emerges in the development of the solar images from a winged one to the udii-yaves/ 

along with the horse. The display of altogether three lotuses may indicate that the devotee 



or the sculptor felt like demonstrating the Indianness of the solar iconography in view of 

unavoidable absorption of alien traits. The flow of the same impulse in the successive 

period is evidenced by the representation of three lotuses in each of the two hands in the 

Kashipur (North 24 Parganas, West Bengal) Sun image of the late Gupta period. The 

display of the plantain tree, which is associated with the Sun worship, points to the 

vitality as well as the efforts of the regional traits to survive even in the face of the 

foreign ones. The Hadipur terracotta serves as one of the best examples of the udfcyavda 

-type of Silrya in its very nascent stage in ancient V ailga. 

The worship of the Sun-deity had also infiltrated largely into the various strata of 

the society in early Benga1.3s Side by side with the anthropomorphic representation. the 

aniconic representation of the Sun god and its worship might have also heen practiced 

during this period in Bengal. '" 

A terracotta tablet (early 4th-5'h century A.D.) discovered from Harinarayanpur40 

(South 24 Parganas) represents the solar deity as standing and holding two full

blossomed lotuses in two hands by their stalks. lie is endowed with a tlat-cap-like 

headdress and bejeweled with long earrings. necklace and torque. He is also clad in a 

coaL trousers and boots. Two pillar-like objects arc also engraved in the relict. These 

remind us of the Silrya pillar of the second cent. A. J) from Nagarjunakonda and may. 

therefore. be taken as portraying the Sun in addition to his iconic representation. 

It appears that in India, the Sun god anthropomorphically have been visualized in 

two forms. The first one originated with a concept of the Sun as a beautiful celestial 

winged bird Garutmiin (divya~ sa supan;za GarULmiin) by the B.gvedic seers. The other, 

which is also based on the !Jgveda41 envisaged the Sun god as riding a chariot drawn by 
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horses. Here the divinity is conceived as being flanked by his two consorts - O~a and 

PratyU~a. The four-horsed terracotta Siirya from Chandraketugarh clearly attests to the 

developed concept of Siirya that was current in early Bengal in the I st century A.D. 

From the early centuries of the Christian era, the solar cult in northern India 

seems to have developed along a definite line. The north Indian form came to be 

reoriented largely by the East Iranian style of Sun worship, which is testified by the 

images of the divinity in both stone and terracotta. hailing from different parts of 

northwestern and eastern India. This reoriented form constitutes the third concept in the 

field of the solar iconography. The terracotta image of Surya portrayed on the Hadipur 

Seal is to be taken as fallmg within this third form in its very nascent stage in ancient 

Bengal. The northerner's dress (udiCJ'<ll'l.'sa) happens to be the greatest feature of this 

tom1 of solar iconography. The stress is mainly laid on the close covering of the god's 

body with a coat of mail and his wearing the anwiga and the boots (upiinat-pinaddha 

padayugalam oflater texts) together with such other attrihutes as lotus-flowers with stalk. 

a crown. ornamented earrings. long necklace etc. 

The intimate connection of the cast Iranian mode of Sun worship with the 

remodeled solar cult in northern India is further heightened h) Varahamihira. He lays 

down (Brhat samhih1. Ch. 59. V.l9) that it was the Magas who were entitled to install 

ceremonially the images of Surya in temples." That the Maga Brahmar;tas were held in 

high esteem and reverence also hy the people of ancient Bengal is evidenced by a 

fragmentary Kharos(hl inscription in a terracotta potsherd43 from Chandraketugarh (North 

24 Parganas) of c. late last or early 2nd century A. D. The Inscription44 has been read by 

B. N. Mukherjee as "ja'adha Makatreke vajtra dvr (l}je dhadh (e) ... (=Jayanto- Makatah 
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elw vastrah dvijah) ". It has been suggested about a victorious Btiihm~q~a from Maka 

called Vastra (Vajtra) and the victory is relating to the theological discourses.45 That the 

Sun worshippers were not used to accept discomfiture at the hand of the proponents of 

/ . 
other sects is evident from the fact that Sailkariicharya had to face the Sun-worshippers m 

the Deccan. In view of the discovery of udicyave.§l Siirya images in early Bengal as well 

as of the relevant reference in contemporary inscription, it may be said that the victorious 

Briihrn~q~a was no other a than a Maga priest who must have come to Bengal and install 

ceremonially the images of the Sun god. Interestingly, the inscription in question was 

written in the Kharo~(hT language only while the others found in ancient Vanga are 

mostly written m the Brahm! and BrahmT-Kharo~ti,lscript. This also points to the 

introduction of the northerner type of solar icons in Bengal by its new settlers who had 

hrought the Maga priests along with them or invited them in the succeeding ages to 

otliciate in Sun worship. 

In the innovatory process of solar iconography. the Sun-image iliLtstrates the next 

significant stage not only in early Bengal hut also in other places of the country. The 

switchover began with denuding the torso of the god of the udlcvave.'u without 

sacrificing the artistic beauty. The lower part of the ll<ficvuvda as well as the hooted feet 

lost its significance before the high-pitched tempo of a total lndianised version of the 

icon. This very style constitutes the tinal stage in the evolutionary process of the iconic 

representation of Surya in ancient Vai1ga. The composite tigure showing the Siirya image 

of the 5th century A.D. from Indian Museum and the Kashipur (North 24 Parganas) 

Siirya image of the 7th century A.D.- all exhibit slow but steady shedding off of the 

northerner's dress, though the avyanga (waist-girdle) and the booted feet are retained in 
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all the cases. The next stage in the evolution of solar icons was greater amplification and 

embellishment of the Sun-figure and the depiction of more number of his attendants. As 

an example. we can cite the bluish basalt stone-image of Siirya (C. 6'h century A.D.) 

found at Deora in the district of Bogra. 46 

No punch-marked nor cast-coins have yet been discovered in Bengal similar to 

those of the Uddehika and Piiii.cala Mitra chiefs like Siiryamitra and Bhanumitra, which 

shows on their reverse the Sun-disc on a pedestal, though the pre-Gupta Sun-images in 

terracotta are not unknown. Under this perplexing circumstance, it is not possible to say 

definitely whether the anthropomorphic illustration of the Sun in ancient Bengal was 

followed by its adoration in emblematic form as was current in many other places of the 

country where a wheel, a round golden plate, a lotus !lower. etc. were generally 

employed in the performance of the Vedic rituals. Anyway. the Sun god seems to haw 

enjoyed. like lndra and Agni, wide popularity in ancient Vailga. possibly among the 

various strata of the society during the Post-Mauryan and Prc-Gupta period. This 

becomes evident from the wide availability of contemporary terracotta icons of the god in 

lower West Bengal. In an agriculture-based society, the importance of the Sun worship 

could not have been of lesser degree indeed. It is said in the Bhari.yva Pzm/(111 (54.5) that 

the oblation offered to Agni is received by the Sun who in tum gives birth to rain. Rain 

produces t(JOd and the food (so begotten) sustains the people. 

Archaeological materials also demonstrate that the image worship of the god 

developed in early Bengal in accordance with an idea of divinity as found in 

Chandraketugarh in the forrn of a winged deity. The indigenousness is discernahle in 

such attributes as the mangal ghafa with sprouting leaves, plantain tree, etc., as seen 
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above. The extension of the Ku~iiJ)a Empire towards east and the associated business 

activities perhaps led to the founding of urbanized settlements by the immigrants from 

the Kharosfhi-using region of the northwest India. It is interesting to note that the 

tradition introduced by the Maga BrahmaQas in fashioning Sun images in early V aitga 

continued to guide in its later representations. Ancient V aitga played a great role not only 

in the evolutionary process of the solar iconography in Bengal, but also in establishing 

the cult finally in its land in the Gupta and post-Gupta periods. Early Vaitga could also 

successfully introduce Sun worship amongst its heterogeneous groups of people. 

II 

UNDER THE GUPT AS 

Sun worship. which was very much popular in ancient Vm1ga during the post

Maurya and pre-Gupta period. did not die out with the passage of time. On archaeological 

evidences. we can dclinitcly say that the popularit0 of Sun worship in ancient Vanga 

extended further into the other parts of Bengal in the early days of the Ciupta age." 

The Guptas were prominent followers of Br<1hmal)ism and at the time of their 

reign. Pural)ic Brahmal)ism was emerging and starting to spread all over India. In this 

very period, principal Pural)aS like the Vllyu. Vi~·!Ju and Matsya were composed and 

Pural)ic gods and goddesses were being worshipped. The age witnessed the granting of 

land to Brahmal)as, various BrJhmm,Jical sacrifices. the vogue of worship of Pural)ic 

deities and the founding of new settlement of Brahmal)as. Bengal remained under the 

Gupta rule up to the middle or the end of the sixth century, the centre of this region of 

their realm being the Pw;u!ravardhana-bhukti. Commercial prosperity in this land 

reached its pinnacle in this very age. As a part of the political and economic unity of the 
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Gupta Empire, Bengal was affected by the strong-flowing stream of religion and culture 

from all over India. The epigraphic records of the Gupta period found in north Bengal at 

places like Dhanaidaha, 48 Baigram,49 Kalaikuri,50 Damodarpur,51 and Pahiirpur 52 contain 

names of a large number of Brahmru;ms settled in Bengal. Of them, some belonged to the 

l}gvedic School and others to Yajurvedic or Samavedic schools. Most of these Gupta 

epigraphs record grants of lands to the Brahmru,ms; the purpose of a grant used to be the 

performance of the Agnihotra rites or the Pancha-mahayajna sacrifices or construction 

and renovation of a temple for the regular daily service and worship of the deity. In the 

sixth century, the current of Vedic religion and culture had reached the easternmost 

borders of Bengal. We learn from the Nidhanpur Copper Plate inscription (648 A.D.) of 

l3haskaravarma that during the reign of Bhutivarma. more than two hundred Brahmar;m 

families belonging to various gotras and Vedic .\akhiis were settled in Pancakha!J~a 

village in Snna!\a district. The Lokanatha edict of the seventh cent. A.D. reveals that in 

Samata(a, the jungle had been cleared t(n a new settlement and all who resided there were 

BrahmaJ;Js versed in the four Vedas. 

With the spread of the Vedic Brahmm,1ism everywhere in Bengal. the cult of 

Vedic Sun god Savita was brought in h) the Hrahma~as along with their dail; 

programme of rituals and prayers. Every twice-born householder is enjoined to perfom1 

the Sandhyopiisanii, a form of Sun worship by muttering the Giiyalrl 1'vfantra with facing 

towards the east in the morning and the north-cast in the evening.'' It is also prescribed to 

offer an arghya to the Sun 5
4 

As the Sandhya was to he performed in accordance with the 

method laid down in the Grhyasutras and Dharmasutras every day by every BrahmaQa. it 
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may be presumed that the worship of the Sun in its spiritualized form was a very 

significant aspect of societal life in the Gupta era too. 

References are found in the Gupta inscriptions to the worship of the Sun god. 55 

The earliest inscriptional evidence for the worship of the Sun in early Bengal comes from 

Pul}~ravardhana. In the Jagadishpur (Rajshahi) copper plate of 123 Gupta era ( 44 7 A.D.) 

issued from Pllfl}akausikii, the headquarters of Srngaveravlthi, it is mentioned that three 

residents - K~emarka, Bhoyila and Mahidasa - had permanently donated lands for the 

construction of a temple for the thousand-rayed god (Sahasrara.{mi) Surya and also for 

the expenses for supply of the offerings and oblations consisting of rice, milk and sugar 

(boiled together ), and other charitable deeds. and lastly for the counter-reformation of 

khmyja-phuf!a as well as for the supply of perfume. incense and oil etc. 56 

The temple of the ·sahasrarm'mi (till' Sun 1 v1as established in the village named 

Gulmagandhika adjacent to the Jaina Yihara57 in Pw:ujravardhana-hhukti. The 

inscription also mentions the name of Samhapura where the temple was situated. Samba. 

the son of Kr~11a by Jambavati, is connected with the worship of the Sun in many late 

PuraQas-' 8 Siimhapura is another name of Mti!a.11hana (present Mullan in Sind) where 

Samba constructed a Sun temple at Candrbhaga (modem Chenub in the Punjab). brought 

eighteen families of the Magas from SakadviTpa for the oflicc of the priest of the temple 

and worshipped the Sun god to get cured of leprosy. The import of the Maga Brahma(las 

into India by Samba from SakadvTpa is also referred to in the Govindapur ( Uaya District) 

stone inscription of poet Gailgadhara dated the Saka year 1059 (=1137-38 A.D.)59 It 

seems from the name of the place mentioned in the Jagdishpur inscription that Samba 

myth was well established in the tradition of Bengal at least from the Gupta period. 
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The Jagadishpur copper plate is an important religious document. Here the temple 

construction and the solar worship by means of the oblations of rice, milk and sugar, 

perfume, incense, lamp etc. before a Sun-image is done by the indigenous peoples of 

India - probably the Vaisyas. Besides Iranian Magas, the Indians of even orthodox 

tradition were not far behind in following the practices of worship of the Sun in image 

and in temple. The name of the Sun god for whom the temple was constructed is purely 

indigenous i.e. Sahasrarasmi and not Iranian Mithra. Thus by the middle of the fifth 

century A.D. a full-fledged solar sect with all the paraphernalia of a temple, image, 

priesthood, rites and procedures had come into vogue and Sun worship was widely 

practiced in this part of Bengal. Thus. the literary evidence of the Mahiibhiirata for the 

existence of a sect of Sauras is corroborated by the epigraphy. The inscription under 

discussion supplies us the earliest evidenc..: I(Jr the existence of a Sun-temple in Bengal 

by the middle of the fifth century A.D. This monument of the Sun-cult was a result of the 

collective effort of three residents a li1ct that shows that there had been a group of 

follow..:rs of the Sun-sect in Pundramrdhana-hhukti as earl v as the first half of the li lih . . . 

century A.D. Since the indigenous name of Sahasrara>mi is used in it. it appears that 

there has been indigenous tradition of Sun-temples - a liH:t that has also heen brought to 

light by the lndor Copper Plate Jnscription60 of Skandagupta (465-466 A.D.). which is 

next in point of importance to the Jagadishpur Copper Plate as mentioned above. 

It appears that from the Gupta period onwards. the Surya worship of a purely 

northern culture brought into India by Iranian and Scythian invaders became \W) 

widespread in Bengal. This deity was not related to the Vedic concept of Surya, but 

rather to the idea and ritual of a Surya of popular belief. In this connection it may be 
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pointed out here that the Govindapur inscription61 (Gayii, Bihar) dated Saka era I 059 

(=1137 A. D.) mentions two brothers Manaratha and DI!Saratha belonging to the family 

of Bharadviija of the Maga Briihma1,1a origin. Manaratha's son Gangiidhara had married a 

daughter of Jayapfu.li, an official of the king Gau!,ia. 

There is sculptural evidence to testifY to the wide prevalence and the nature of the 

Sun worship in the Gupta period onward. The earliest Sun images in India belonging to 

the Gupta period have been discovered from Kumarpur62 and Niyamatpur,63 both in the 

Rajshahi district, north Bengal, which is roughly the Pu1,19ravardhana of ancient times. In 

both the sculptures, the god is accompanied by his two anendants, Da!J1I and Pirigala. 

The Kumarpur relief shows the god wearing long tunic, f1at and low head dress, while in 

the Niyamatpur relief, the god is dressed in a flat cap and a long tunic fastened to the 

waist by a belt. In the Kumarpur relief. there are seven horses of the Sun's chariot. which 

marks a departure in the subcontinent from the custom of K~a artists to provide the 

Siirya-ratha with only two or four horses. The Matsya Pura!Ja 64 speaks of seven horses 

and one calera for the chariot of the Sun god. In all the iconographic texts of India, the 

number of horses in the Sun's chariot is given as seven. In the Niyamatpur relieC the 

horses are conspicuous by their absence. The wheel of the chariot, the two female 

attendants of the god and his consorts are absent in both the above images. Most 

probably, the sculptors of these icons followed a text like the Brhat-sainhita. which even 

in the middle of the 6th century A. D. described the Sun god alone without any reference 

to his chariot, horses or attendants.65 A remarkable innovation is the scarf or belt 

introduced for the first time in these two images. Both the Slirya images umnistakably 

reveal the glittering traces of the iconographic features of the K~a period in dress and 
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general characteristics. It may be reasonably held that the Sauras or the devotees of Siirya 

meant these images from north Bengal for worship of the god. However, in the light of 

the above, it appears that even in the midst of dominant alien influences in the solar 

iconography, gradually there began a conscious endeavour for idealization and 

Indianization of the Sun images in the early Gupta age. 

An early 5th century terracotta seal of a ruler with the epithet "La<,lhapeya, the 

sustaining Elephant'.66 from Chandraketugarh contains, along with the figure of Agni, the 

figure of a deity identified as that of Siirya, which also significantly associates him with 

agriculture. Siirya instills life in us and that is why it is known as Savitr 67 

Widespread prevalence of the Sun cult all over Bengal from the late Gupta period 

is substantiated by a number of inscriptions as well as by the discovery of numerous 

stone sculptures. Indigenous elements in solar iconography are found to have proceeded 

further in the late Gupta times. The Sun image from Deorii (Bogra)68 definitely shows 

some development in the iconic type of Surya. However. not much removed in point of 

date from the Bhumfuii 69 (Nagod, Madhya Pradesh) solar relief. it introduces many new 

specialties not present in the latter. The Bhumara Siirya was an accessory figure inside 

one of the 'caitya' windows in a Siva temple, while the Deora Siirya seems to have been 

the most important object of worship in a shrine for the god. The Deora Siirya image is 

clothed in a 'dhotl tied round the waist by a girdle with a sword hanging by his left side. 

The boots on his legs are only partially perceptible. The Ku~aQa dress has disappeared 

and the image is given a complete indigenous character. 

The way of treating the horses and the two demons in the Kashipur Siirya 70 image 

remind us of the technique of the Chandraketugarh terracotta plaques. Further, the display 
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of three full-blown lotuses in each of the two hands of the same sculpture is found to 

have followed the tradition set by the above-mentioned first century terracotta seal from 

Hadipur (North 24 Parganas). Representation of more number of lotuses was perhaps 

aimed at highlighting the preponderance of the indigenous element in the concept of the 

solar image. However, it is to admitted that the Deorii or Kashipur Sun-images seem to be 

the products of the continuing art-tradition introduced in ancient Vailga in the fashioning 

of Sun-icons by the Maga BriihmaQasn 

In the Ku~iil)a period, the Sun images were of two types - seated and bhadrasana. 

Gupta age witnessed a new more variety of the standing type. Seated images of the Sun 

god are indeed very rare. However. the early Bengalis were not very averse to represent 

the Sun god in this rare posture. A miniature bronze Sun image of seated type belonging 

to the 7th or 8th century A.D .. 72 was t(Jund along with an inscribed image of the goddess 

SarviiQI set up by Prahhavatl. the queen of the Buddhist Devakha~ga. from some ruins in 

the village of Deulbii~l. Comilla. The image t(J!iol1.s the lkora composition in many of 

its details. We may deduce some important inf(Jrmation of Sun worship from the 

Deulbii<F icon. No doubt. the Sun god received worship trom the Buddhists and that too 

sometimes simultaneously with BrahmaQieal deitit:s like Sar-il.QI ( Uma or Durga). the 

devoted wife of Siva. The latter fact definitely points to some sort of syncretism in the 

society. Most probably, the rogaharllii aspect of Surva was responsible for his wide 

acceptance among the people of ditTercnt creeds. Secondly. it is also beyond doubt that in 

addition to worship in temple, the images of the god was also adored by individuals in 

their houses. 
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As regards the sociological aspect, the Sun cult had a wide following. The 

Brahm~as of orthodox Vedic tradition, the V aisyas etc. were associated with the solar 

cult. The connection of the foreigners like the Iranian Magas with the cult of the Sun god 

needs no further mention. The solar cult was spreading in all the directions of early 

Bengal as is evident by the finds of the images as well as the inscriptions. 

Between post-Gupta and pre-Pala Period: 

Sun worship was not confined only to Pu1;1dravardhana or Vanga but equally in 

vogue in Vardhamana-bhukti i.e. Uttara-Ri"ujha and Dw;ujabhukti-mw;qalas. The 

Mallasarul Copper Plate inscription71 (of Yijayasena) of the time of Gopacandra (Regnal 

Y car 3 i.e. 543 A.D.) from Yardhamana-bhukti refers to Lokanatha-Jharma. which is 

idcntil!ed with the Sun god. The inscription begins with an invocation to Sri Loka

natha71 The epigraph is attached with a seal that bears in relief a standing two-armed 

figure with a cakra in the background. Scholars arc not unanimous regarding the 

identification of the deity represented on the seal. D. C. Sircar75 holds that Yijayascna 

was. in all probability. a Huddhist and the cakra or the wheel. therefore. represents the 

Dharma-cakra or the wheeJ of Law and the deity appearing in front of the cakra is Sri 

Lokanatha i.e. the Buddha. However, Sukumar Sen is of opinion that the seal of 

Yijayasena actually depicts an e1ligy of Dharma Surya with the wheel of time (Kala 

Cakra) in the background and emblems of horse in front. Dr. Sen 76 has also suggested 

that Lokanatha in Bengal appeared in the role of a god around whom the bhakti 

movement got an impetus. However, the identification of the god in question ought to be 
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considered in the religious background of the sixth century BengaL The Gupta rule in 

Bengal from the middle of the fourth to the middle of the 6th century A.D., no doubt, 

patronized the Vedic as well as Pural)ic religion. The Buddhist trend in the religious life 

of Bengal was ushered in under the patronage of the Palas sometime about the middle of 

the gth Century A.D. Therefore. it would be rather hazardous to conclude that a seal of the 

6th century A.D. from ancient Riirjhii should represent a Buddhist symbol or deity. Of 

course, we have to bear in mind that the et1igy of the god in front of the wheel bears 

resemblance neither \vith any Buddhist deity nor with any Brahmal)ical god. In spite of 

that. it is no less significant to study the seal along with the first two lines of the 

inscriptions where· .\"rl Lokanmh has been equated with Dharma. There is least doubt that 

lJharrna was rccogniNd l(tr long as the Sun god hy the Ni~adas or the Austric-speaking 

,, 
original inhahitCJnts of lknt!al lksicks. the /)harmumwigu!u A"iirrw. \\hich were 

composed at a later date in RJ~hJ. record the <:arlicst tradition of worshipping the Sun 

god with the nam,· of /)/wrmi!.- 8 \"ip)asc·na. to whom the Mallas<!rul seal belongs. 

started his career as a kudaton under ~lakiraja Vainyagupta who \\as a devotee of Siva 

and later shifted his alkgiancc to (iopacandra. It may. therefore. he held that he \\as a 

r<:sident of Bengal lln 4uitc a long time and had an opportunity tu he conversant with the 

religious tradition of this countr'. It is no \\Onder that he should h<ne upheld the worship 

of rokaniitha-dhurma associated with the 13rahrmtl)ical belief. Incidentally. it may he 

mentioned that the Mahay:ma god .l,·u!okite.i,·um \\as named Lokaniitlw in Bengal and 

was associated with the primitiv<: god Dharma in course of time. The synthesis thus 

forged, it is believed. contributed ultimately to the growth of the concept of hhakti 

centering round Siirya. 
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We have already noted the familiarity of Bengal with the Samba legend in respect 

of Sun worship. The tradition of Samba's disease and cure after wooing the solar deity is 

again found to have played an important role in the first half of the seventh century A.D. 

when the key person in Bengal was Sasanka, the first historical ruler of Gauda. The 

Chinese Buddhist monk Hiuen Tsang portrayed Sasallka as a persecutor of the Buddhists. 

While traveling in Magadha in 637-38 A.D .. he noted79 that in recent times, Sasatlka had 

cut down the Bodhi tree at Gaya and ordered the taking away of the Buddha image in a 

nearby shrine. He also added that on hearing the execution of his order. Sasanka was 

seized with fear, his body produced sores and his flesh peeled oft causing his death. An 

echo is heard in the .4.ryamanjuirlmulakalpa. a later text of a Buddhist writer. of the story 

of Sasanka's destruction of the Bodhi tree and his consequent death. The same story of 

Sasanka's disease is presencd in mcdic,al genealogical (J:.:uluJi! \vorks of Bengal 

Brahmm;ms80 According to the tradition preserved among the Yadia Vwiga Grahavipra 

Samiija as well as the f'arendra .\:akad,·ipl Bnlhnzw.w.'. t\\ eh c Brahmar)as living on th~ 

banks of the Sarayu river were brought by king Sasarika to Gauda in order to cure himself 

of an incurable disease by offering sacrifices to the planets (gralw-vafiia). According to 

this tradition, Sasanka was healed and rewarded the Brahmm;as who then settled in 

Gauda at his request. These Brahma\1as. kno\\n as c iralzmipru and settled in Radha and 

Vaflga. came to be divided into several sections according to the places of their residence. 

Given the authenticity of the J:.:ulaji te-:ts. it may safelv be said that the Cirahaya;1la. a 

component part of the solar religion, was immensely popular in Bengal in the seventh 

century A.D. as a means of cure from disease so much. so that a great king and a devotee 

of Siva like Sa5allka found it advisable to resort to it. The legend also points to the 
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occasional immigration of the Siikadvipi BriihmaQ.as to Bengal from Upper India, who 

preswnably popularized the worship of the Sun-images and the nine planets by taking 

advantage of the people's belief in the Sun as the remover of all diseases ('samasta-ro

giil;ziim harttii ). 

In addition to the worship of the nine planets, the Sun god continued to receive 

adoration in the form of Dharma as well. The god finds a very reverent mention as the 

Dharma in the Mallasiirul Copper Plate and the Nidhanpur inscription81 of Bhiiskara

varman, issued from Kafl)asuvarna82 sometime after the death of Har:-avardhana in 64 7 

A.D. Herein Bhiiskaravarman has been compared with Bhllskara (Bhiiskaramiva tejasllm 

nilayam) and his rise has bee equaled v.ith that of the 'Bhuvanapati' i.e. the SunHJ The 

king. like SO.rya who takes away darkness from the world. spread the eternal light of the 

Aryadharma by removing the accumulated darkness of the Kuliyuxu. 

III 

Pala Period: Epigraphic evidences 

The stream of the Vedic religion became gradually stronger during the rule of the 

Pala-Candra-Kambojas, though they were ardent followers of Buddhism. In fact all the 

Pala kings were prominent patrons of Brahmar;as. Brahmar;ical images and temples and 

therefore. made grants of lands f(Jr them to enhance their ov.n virtue and renown. 

Prabhava!T, the queen of the Buddhist Devakhw;Jga. set up an image of the goddess 

Sarviil)I (Durga) with which was found a seated bronze image of SO.rya. A number of 

inscriptions from the Pala and Candra age inform that from different parts of India such 

as Lata (South Gujarat),
84 

Madhyadesa, Kro4aiija (Kolaiicha), Muktiivastu and especially 

central India, Briihm3Q.as of various Gotra-pravara and various Vedic branches as well as 
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Briihmlll)as observing the Vedic sacraments came to settle in Bengal. We are also told 

that many of the Briihmlll)s who were granted land were most erudite in the Vedas and 

their six branches and proficient in the execution of the Vedic sacrifices and similar 

rituals. Reference may be made to the Munger inscription of Devapiila, the Badal Pillar 

inscription85 as well as the Bhagalpur Copper Plate inscription86 of the time of 

Niiriiylll)apala and the Bavga~ inscription of Mahlpiila. Mention is made in many 

inscriptions of the Vedic sacrifices and the homa oblation. In this period. PuriiJ)iC 

grandeur outshone that of this Vedic religion and tradition. The climate of the Vedic 

religious ritual pervaded the Candra period as well. There are a number of distinct 

references to the Briihmlll)as of the different branches of the Vedas and to the Vedic 

oblations and sacrifices. It would seem that the royal officer of the Buddhist Candra and 

Kamboja regimes called ritviku or tillniiJ priest was. in fact. a celebrant of the Vedic 

oblations and sacrifices. 

That the Sun god was regularly and devotedly worshipped by a large number of 

orthodox Briihma(las by means of Sandhvopclsaml is beyond any doubt. Sun god and his 

worship find frequent mention in the contemporary inscriptions too. In some cases. it is 

mentioned directly while in many more cases his greatness is suggested by way of his 

comparision with some contemporary dignitaries. This comparative reference is 

immensely indicative of his respectful position in the mind of the people as well. In verse 

8 of the Biil)ga?h (Dinajpur) Copper Plate Inscription of Mahlpiila I (988-1023 A.D.). 

Gopiiladeva. son of Rajyapiila and Bhagyadcvl. has been equated with the Sun. the 

repository of luminosity, produced by the eastern mountains (' tasmiit 

Purvalqitighriinnidhiriva '). 
87 It is worth mentioning that the B.gvedic description (1.50.4-
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8) of the Sun as the source of the light has been repeated here. The Gaya (Kj'~r;tadvarika 

Temple) stone Inscription of the time of Nayapaladeva (1038-1055 A.D.) refers to 

Visvaditya, son of Sudraka, as prosperous and endowed with blazing personality as the 

Sun high up in the sky and sending terrific heat.88 In another place, the splendour of 

Bhiislwra has been attributed to Visvaditya possessed of unending qualities (' tejasvitii 

bhiisvati '). Atmospheric aspect of the Sun becomes prominent here again. In the 

contemporary Biir;tgadh Prasasti of Murti-Siva. 'Bhanu' (the Sun) shining above the lofty 

shrine of the Miirti Siva has been described as a golden pitcher.84 The form of the Sun as 

a red round orb combined with his role as the rain-giver has certainly contributed to such 

depiction. 

In Verse I of the Sian (Birbhum) Stone Inscription (approx. 1043 A.D.) Surya has 

been described as the right eye of Yi~1,1u ('pravodhanidre )aKalam ymyonmllan

mllane')90 Analogous descriptions are also found in Verse 2 of the Kamauli copper Plate 

ofVaidyadeva. In the Vedic literature.41 Surya ha-; been described as the eye of Mitra and 

Yaru1,1a as well as the soul of all · moYable and stationary. •l2 HO\vever. here the 

inscription refers to the Sun as the eye of such a deity who, in the f!.gveda. appears as an 

insignificant a<;pcct of the former. This small epigraphic data is extremely important in 

understanding the relative position of both Surya and Vi~1,1u in the contemporary society. 

It is evident that in the eleventh century itself began the process of eclipse of Surya by 

Yi~r;tu, whose cult seems to have become most popular in Bengal, at least during the last 

two or three centuries of the Hindu rule. if we are to judge by the number of cult images 

which mostly belong to this period. Presumably, the Sun cult was growing inwardly weak 

because of various factors
93 

and consequently being subjected to aggression of 
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V ai~Q.avism that perhaps did not like the separate existence of the parent cult, especially 

in view of the latter's championing by the priests of the foreign origin. 

However, the inscription in question gives us some tremendously important hints 

about the popularity of Sun worship in the Riicjhii-janapada. It appears from Verse 17 

that the king had made a gift of a chariot for a certain shrine of the solar deity. Here is a 

reference to something similar to a moving victory-pillar given by the king 

("Visriimiirthamivaifja jangama-:Jayastambho vabhau yo 'rpitah '). The term 'vi.vriimii

rtham ·probably implies that when tired, the horses of the Sun's chariot will take rest for 

a while at the peak of the temple94 Anyway, the 'ratha' might have been presented for 

the annual solar car-festival (' Rathayiitrii') an account of which is found in the Samba /'. 

(34.14 fl). We learn from the Slwnda !'. (Ch. 43 Verse 33) that at Ujjayinf, the 

Ratha_V<Itril was performed twice in a year. one known as :f.1a~tr held in the month . .f,wl~lhu 

and the other called Kcirtikl held in the month of Kcirttilw. On these two occasions, a great 

fair was held at the temple and people from different parts of the country took part in it. 

Something similar might have been in vogue in this ca~e as well. In another verse 

(No.46). we get an indirect reference to a gigantic temple of the Sun god because this 

religious structure ha~ been conceived as the palace of Surya where he would sta; 

abandoning the abode of the hcaven 9
' In addition. there arc also references to the 

offering of golden lotus for the Navagrahas and silver lotus for the Sun (i.e. ( 'at~<;lclm.(u )'11' 

The giti of lotus made of a precious metal like silver and the use of gold in making the 

images of Sl!rya as well as the Navagrahas presuppose the fact that the god and the nine 

planets were worshipped by a section of wealthy people. Gold and silver find mention in 

the Samba P
97 

as the materials for the Sun images, other five being copper, earth, stone, 
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wood and paint. YiijFzavalkya has also prescribed the use of silver as one of the materials 

for making the images of the Navagrabas. Therefore, the Sian inscription gives a good 

deal of information concerning Sun worship in the Riicjhii region. 

Towards the end of the Pala period, Sun worship gained immense popularity 

among the BriihmaQa rulers of Gaya. The Gaya Gadadhar Temple lnscription98 of the 

time of Nayapala begins with "Om namo Miir/taiJrjiiya" and the first verse is devoted to 

the Sun as well. The founder of the temple apparently was a Parama-saura. Similarly, 

when the issuer was a follower of Siva, he assumed the title Pararna-Mahesvara as we 

come across the case of Vijayasena of the Deopara Prasasti, which begins with the 

salutation to Siva, i.e. 'Om om nama? -~iviiya'. The Madhainagar Copperplate of Paramo-

Vai~~;~ava Lak~m<wasena commences with ·om oin namo Niiriiyw;aya'. It is known from 

the Gaya Ak~ayavata Temple Inscription of Visvarupa Visvaditya (a feudatory of the 

Palas) incised in the regal year 5 of Vigrahapala fll ( 1043-70 A.D.). which begins with 

adoration to Siva, informs that the image of -~uklahhiinu (Surya) was installed in the 

temple of the Prapitiimahe§vara (BrahmWat Gayii together with the icons of C1a~;~da. 

Kanakdvara, Ambujahhava, Visvarupeivara. Gw1gda. Gadiidhara. Grdhrqa . 

. ')uianardana and Va(da."" It is evident that the Sun god was looked upon absolutely as 

equal to the gods of the major cults and worshipped by other sects as well. 

' 
The GayaSitala Temple lnscription 1110 of Yak~apala 101 of the time of Govindapala 

(1161 A.D.-1165 A.D.) also begins with "Om namaf! Suryaya". and here also the first 

verse is dedicated to the Sun god - "ViJaya-madhutlwra-pilriJa prii!Jinikiiyiilirn visva-

satapattram/ a;;fiifii-dala-ramyiim prakiisayannavatu vo Bhanulf' (V .I). On the ground 

cited above, it can safely be concluded that Yak~apala was also a Parama-saura. 
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Suryavandanii in the Mafzgaliicaral}a and Surya-pral}iima as we come across in the 

present inscription seems to have been popular since the days of the fl.gveda. The 

inscription in question also refers to the construction of a temple where the images of 

Mauniiditya, Sahasra/ifzga, Kamaliirdhiifzgfna-NiiriiyaiJa, SomeS\Iara (twice), 

Phalguniitha, Vijayiiditya and Kediire5vara were installed. 102 Of the names of the gods 

just mentioned, Mauniiditya and Vijayiiditya appear to be other names of Siirya. 

In the Mainamati Plate ofGovindacandra (1020 -1055 A.D.) of the contemporary 

Candra dynasty, the king has been described as shining as the Pracw:u!arasmi Silrya. 103 

In the Ramganj Copperplate of Isvaraghosa (I 040 - 1080 A.D.). a contemporary of 

Vigrahapala Ill, Balagho~a, Dhavalagho¥ and MahiimaJJ1alika Isvaragho~a -- all three 

have been described as (well-known/veritable as) the Sun. 10
" It appears that this royal 

family endeavoured to depict them as hclonging to the solar race. In the Bhuvanesvar 

Inscription of Bhatta-Bhavadeva ( 1073 -1127 A. D). minister of Harivarmandeva of the 

Varman dynasty, Bhavadeva. the founder of the family. has been described as a giver of 

fruit like the Sun (kala.\'ya diitclpi tiipanapratima!1- Verse 5). 10
' In the Kamauli Plate of 

Vaidyadeva. 106 Siirya has not only been described as the right eye of Hari. but also used 

at several places as the object of comparison under different names such as · Bhanu· 

(Verse 1 0). 'Arkadeva ·. 'Miirttanda '( "siil0iit diva1pativikramah." verse 14) or 

· dinapati'(''iijirtairdinapati~. verse 19). The inscription further infom1s that the Pala king 

Vigrahapala was born in the family of the Sun. the right eye of Hari (e/asya daf0·i1Jadri.(o 

\'Wh.1~e Mihira5ya jcltaviin purvam). We have already noticed in the Sian inscription 

(Supra, p. 1 09) the similar epithet about the Sun. 
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The Kamauli Plate leads us to presume that the Pala kings had belonged to the 

solar dynasty. 107 ln the Riimacarita (I. 4) of Sandhyakara Nandi, Dharmapiila is described 

as 'the light of Samudra's race' (samudra-kula-dfpa) i.e., descended from the ocean. 
108 

However, both the records belong to the very end of the Pala age; naturally, very little 

weight may be given to the theories put forward by them about the origin of the Pala 

Royal family. Besides, the membership of the solar or lunar dynasty was usually claimed 

for most of the contemporary dynasties and there is nothing distinctive about it. 

Nevertheless, the Samudra theory of origin is certainly a novel one, a distant echo of 

which may also be heard in an old Bengali text called Dharma-Mmigala of 

Ghanarama. 109 It tells about the exile of Dharmapala's queen Vallabhadevi to forest 

because of sonlessness. where her relationship with the ocean gave birth to a son. 

According to Taranatha. Gopala wa., succeeded by a son who wa~ begotten by 

Nagaraja Sagarapala, the sovereign of the ocean. on his younger queen. 110 This is 

evidently another version of the Pal a origin fi·om samudra or ocean. R.D. Banerji in his 

endeavour to interpret 'Samudm-ku/a' rationally says that the Palas came from the sea. 111 

However, reconciliation has been attempted between the two different traditions of 

Samudra and Sfirya origin by holding that Samudm-kula means S1irm-kula or solar race 

to which Samudra. the son of the mythical king Sagara. belonged. 112 

In the II th - 12th centuries A.D .. the V cdic religion made a great headway under 

the patronage of the Varman and Sena rulers. The beginnings of the transformation had 

become quite evident towards the end of the Pala and Kamboja era. From the second half 

of the eleventh century, the descendants of the Buddhist Pala kings gradually took to 

n 
Brahmal)ism. More and more Brahmaas emigrated from the Central regions. In the 
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inscriptions and the literature of the times. the Briihm~ical ideals along with several 

sacrifices are very clear, as is the effort to diffuse them throughout the social and 

religious spheres. 

t 

The Bhuvandwar Inscription of Bha(a-Bhavadeva, minister of the Varman King 

Harivarman (1073-1127 A.D.), 113 refers to hundred villages inhabited by the Briihma1,1as 

versed in the Vedic lore. The Belava (Bhagalpur) Copper Plate (1142 A.D) of 

Bhojavarman (1137-1145 A.D.) 114 refers to the grant of land in Pw;t~ravardhana to the 

Briihm~as who hailed from Uaara RcHjhii and were attached to the study of the Vedas. 

The Varman rulers are known to have been great patrons of three Vedas. 

In the inscriptions belonging to the Sena rulers. we find references to the 

BrahmaQas belonging to the Vedic S'akhiis like Kauthuml . .4svaliiyana. Kiinva and 

Paippaliida. The Barrack pore 124-Parganas) Copper Plate grant ( 1159 A.D.) of 

Yijayasena
115 

records the donation of lands in the Kha~i Vi~aya of Pzn;~lravardhana-

hhukti to the priests who performed Kanakatulii Puru)a Mahiidiina on behalf of the chief 

queen BilasadevT on the day of lunar eclipse. The Naihati Copper grant of Vallalasena 116 

(1159 -1179 A.D.) records the donation of land to .4-ciirya Viisudevaiarrnan for 

supervision of Hemii.1ya Mahadiina on the bank of the riva Ganga during a solar eclipse. 

The Tarpandighi (Balurghat, South Dinajpur) Copper Plate grant 117 
( 1181 A.D.) of 

Lak~maQasena records the donation of a Yi II age in Varendr! to Acarya Isvara Deva5arman 

as fee lor his service in the HirwJyasva Mahiidiina. Again. the Madhainagar (Pabna 

district) Copper plate grant (1204 A.D.) of Lak~ma\1asena 118 records donation of land 

made by the king for use of the priest who seems to have acted as the supervisor or the 

proprietary for Aindri Santi. Therefore. it is evident that most of the Sena records were 
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land grants made to the Briihmru;tas on some specific occasions of rites and rituals. 

Anyway, there is no room for doubt that the Sun god received adoration from those 

orthodox BriilunaQas by traditional way of Sandhyopiisana along with the muttering of 

Gayatrf. In Brahma~;~a Sarvasva 119 of Halayudhamisra, it is found that the Brahm~as in 

Bengal were very much unwilling to study the Vedic mantras with much curiosity and 

solemnity. Nevertheless. the special command over the Vedas attributed to the family of 

Guravamisra speaks quite differently. The Sun god began to be worshipped according to 

the Vedic injunctions in the natural solar fonn. as the repository of light. heat and all 

energies that sustain the living world. With the gradual expansion of the Brahm~ical 

settlements in Bengal. there remains little scope of doubt that the cult of the Sun god in 

its Vedic fonn made its appearance. In addition to the BrahmaJ}as, the upper-caste 

!!indus. at least to some extent. had Vedic sacrifices perfom1ed and the Vedas recited. 

mainly due to the inspiration and assistance of ritualistic Briihma!}s who had come from 

l ){) 
the west. -

Abundantly available are the references - both direct and indirect- to Sun worship 

1n inscriptions during the Sena period. In verse 8 of the Barrackpore (District 24-

Parganas) Copper Plate of Vijayasena. dated in the year 62 (=1158 A.D.). Vijayasena has 

been described as the dazzling Sun on the top of the Golden mountain -

"k.anak.agiri.\irovarti-martw;uj.atejii~." 1n verse 5. Hcmantasena has also been described as 

having become like the Sun an object of veneration for the (three) worlds - "Raviril'U 

jagatam miinanlyo bahhiiva". 121 The Naihati Copper grant ofVallalasena122 (1159-1179 

A.D.) refers to the performance of the Hemii;ya Mahadana Yajfia by Vilasadevi, mother 

of Vallalasena on the bank of the Ganges on the occasion of a solar eclipse. We learn 
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from the Sanokhar Inscription of the regal year 9 of Vallalasena, incised on a copper case 

that the case was gifted by the chief priest of the temple for the setting up of a Sun-

• 123 tmage. 

Visvariipasena (son of Lak~mal)asena) and his son Siiryasena were staunch 

devotees of Siirya and it was in this period that Siirya worship was further enhanced. The 

affiliation of these two kings to the solar cult in addition to the religious faith of their 

predecessors is quite significant. Visvariipa~ena is said to have been seriously sick or 

made captive, resulting in his abdicating the throne in 1210 A.D. in favour of Siiryasena 

and again ascending the same five years later. 124 The possibility of prolonged and severe 

ailm.:nt of Visvariipasena seems to be most probable. which impelled him to profess the 

cult of Siirya who has been described in the Bairhana image inscription as the remover of 

all diseases (""samasw-rogc/m/111 lwmc/ ·1.'-'' The 'Vladanapada (Faridpurl Copperplate 

(1220 A.D.) 120 and the Calcutta Sahitya Pari sat Copper-plate of Visvariipasena 127 as well 

as the Edilpur (Faridpur district) Copperplate of Survasena 12s hegins with an invocation 

of the God Narayat;ta. the Sun and the Moon_ In these inscriptions. the Sun god is 

described as the ··tricnd of lows-beds. the source of deli' crance of the three worlds 

withheld in the prison of darkneso- and the wonderful bird of the tree of the Vedas. 

soaring high up on his two alternately exranding white and black wings. of which one is 

white and the other black (i.e. the two fonnights(. Suchlike description of the Sun 

represents the Satapatha Brabmal)a line of Sun \\orship that was going on parallel \\ith 

his worship in image. The kings' preference for this mode of Sun worship may be seen as 

indicative of a strong undercurrent against the rre\ailing practice of worshipping the god 

anthropomorphically. !tis worth mentioning that Visvariipasena has described himself as 
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a devout worshipper of the Sun god (Parama-saura) in his two inscriptions. Even the 

Parama-Vai$1Java Lak~m~asena has been described as Parama-Saura in the Madanp~a 

inscription. Evidently, it is nothing but a traditional attempt to associate one's 

predecessor with his own religious faith. Siiryasena, like his father, has also identified 

himself as the Parama-saura. Both of them have been described as "Senakula

lwmalavikiisa-bhiislwra". 

Varman-Sena Age: Literary evidences 

Sun worship finds ample references in the contcmpNarY religious and secular 

literary texts. There are many euological verses around the Sun m the 

Suhhii~itaratnako~·a. an anthology compiled by the Buddhist abbot Vidyakara who 

appears to have flourished in Bengal towards the first quarter of the 12th century A.D. 

The position that the anthologist accorded to the section (no. 7) on Sun immediately after 

those on Siva (Sections 4 & 5) and Vi~QU (Section 7) shows that he considered the Sun to 

be one of the chief divinities of Hinduism. There is also abundant evidence in inscriptions 

and literary texts that by his time the Vedic worship of the Sun had grown into an 

important cult, strengthened by influences from the Sun worship of Persia. The four 

verses, which Vidyakara quotes, all refer to the Sun at sunrise. which is the time when all 

Hindus. regardless of sect, address their prayers to the heavenly body. More verses on the 

Sun are found in the non-religious sections such as in Section 9 on 'Summer' and Section 

27 on 'Sunset'. With a view to illustrating the concept of Siirya as held by a few poets. 

though belonging to different ages, all the four verses mentioned in the 

Subhii$itaratnako$a are as follows. 129 
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a) "The sharp-rayed Sun, driving with horses 

over and below the endless world, 

whose disc thereby moves swiftly as a whirling brand, 

I pray may aid you by his casting out all darkness 

with his shafts of light as warlike 

as burning spears of gold". Rajsekhara, verse no.l48 

b) I praise the disc of the rising Sun. 

red as a parrot's beak sharp-rayed, 

friend of the lotus grove 

an earring for the goddess of the east. Vidyii, verse no. 149 

c) Praise to the Sun. 

a gem in the serpent's hood that is the Eastern Hill. 

a golden flower in the sapphire-tree of hea\'en: 

a farewell bowl for the captain-saint 

who sets out to cross the sea of transmigration. Variihamihira, verse no. ISO 

d) The Sun grows steadily from its watered root 

by reason of the ambrosia poured from her moon-bowl by Night 

as by a gardener girl desiring a new garden, 

in fact. the world. 

As it grows from its trench, 

The Eastern Mountain's ring of peaks. 

red as fresh coral, may it bring you joy, 

this first sprout of the tree of day. Mayiira verse no. lSI 
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A number of verses of different poets on the Sun occur in the Devapraviiha 

(Section on gods) of the Sadukti-karnamrta (1206 A.D.), 130 an anthology compiled by 

Sridharadasa under the patronage of Lak~m~asea. This, no doubt, points to an important 

position of the Sun god in the prevailing religious horizon. In a verse (V.I6.1) of 

Umapatidhara, a fellow poet of Jayadeva in the court of Lak~maQasena, quoted in the 

Sadukti-karniimrta (1206 A.D.), salutation has been made to the east filled with 

fragrance, which constitutes a clear reference to SiiryaprmJtima. a popular mode of Sun 

worship since the ~gvedic age. Another verse (IV.6.5) of the same poet says eulogizing 

the Sun that Bhagaviina Siirya who beautifies all his lotuses simultaneously along with 

waking all up, is to be worshipped, even though he is heated. 131 Dhoyl, a court-poet of 

Lak~ma(lasena. refers in his l'a\Wia-cilltu to th,· Sun t.:mpk at ( Tri>cr)l). while directing 

the messenger wind to salute the Sun god (' RaKhukulaKuru') and offer water to him on 

the bank of the river Ganges before departing from there. 132 Halayudha. a well-known 

writer in the history of the Smrti digests of Bengal and a contemporary of Lak~m~asena, 

has showered a eulogy of the Sun god in the Maiu~ahlcarana of his Bnihmana-sarvasva 
.__ ' ' . 

thus: "I eulogize the bharga (leja~) of Savita that gives light, like a lamp. to the three 

worlds - bhii, bhavah and svah. May the Sun god do good to us. who is the ornament of . ~ "" .._ ..._ 

the sky, the cause of the three kiilas. full of Vedas and the way to obtain the trivargas 133 

(three objects of worldly existence) - dharma. arlha and kama. ! adore the Gayatr! Devl 

who is venerable in the three worlds and who is saluted three times even by Trilocana 

(Siva) himself'. 134 
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Describing the advent of Sfuya along with the causes of his worship in his work, 

HaliiyUdha says, "Savitii is coming. What is the form of the Savitii? Possessing qualities 

of suti etc. How is he coming? By a chariot. What sort of chariot? Made of gold. While 

coming, what is he doing? Observing the people in the world. Witnessing all the actions 

of men who do lots of virtues and vices - visible and invisible - in the workplace of the 

world. Engaging the deities and the mortals in their affairs. Being engaged in their work 

at Sunrise, people gratify the gods and in return, the latter give rain. Coming everyday to 

this land, the god Savitii repeatedly helps in this cooperation between man and deity. 

Coming with whom? Along with the night. What sort of night? With black or gloomy 

. I ··I l' mg 1t. · · As virtuous acts are not perfonncd at night. hence the nighttime has been 

called black or full of gloom. This means: the god Savitii who is the impeller of the 

actions of gods and men and who ncryday appears \\itnessing the 'i11uous and sinful 

acts of mortals located in the workplace of the world, l worship him. 

According to the Brahmavaivarta Purii!Ja. m the Sun worshippers gain recovery 

from different kinds of illness. In this regard, it has been said in this text: "Brahmii said: 

after taking a bath at the three periods of the day (i.e. dawn. noon and Sunset). if you 

adore the Sun devotedly along with mantra, you will be cured from ailments. If you 

devotedly worship the Sun god for one year with all the sixteen items of the ritual 137 by 

muttering the hymn- 'Om hring namobhagavale Suryiiya paramiitmane svahii'. you are 

sure to get rid of disease. I am giving you this wonderful annour138 of the Sun. Out of 

fear, ailment never comes close to the possessor of this armour as the snakes fearfully run 

away at the sight of Garwja. Disclose this kavaca only to your own disciple who is of a 

pure heart and of an intense devotion to his preceptor. In the event of offering this kavaca 
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to other's disciple of a wicked nature, the giver will have to court a sure death. The seer 

of this kavaca named Jagadvilalcymar,ta is Prajapati, its metre is Gayatri and the Sun 

himself is the god. It is made use of for removal of all types of ailments and for 

attainment of beauty. As soon as one is endowed with this kavaca, he attains holiness. It 

is the embodiment of every essence and the destroyer of all kinds of sin ... He who suffers 

a severe leprosy, whose flesh peels off, who is an eyeless mahiibranl, who is attacked 

with tuberculosis, acute pain and many a disease, will undoubtedly be cured from his 

ailment and enjoy the virtue of bath-taking at all the places of pilgrimage, in case he 

listens to this hymn for one month, eating havi:}iinna (boiled sunned rice and ghee). 139
• 

In this connection. the Brhaddharma Pura1Ja 140 says, "He who worships the Sun 

would be healthy, wealthy and prosperous and repair to the holy immortal feet. He who 

\\Orships the Sun repeatedly with utmost deHJtion and eat only at night. will go to the 

heaven." The same Puriil}a provides us with some important information about the priests 

who played an important role in the spread of Sun cult in India. It is mentioned here that 

the Devala BriihmaQas who immigrated to India from Siikadvfpa has been known as the 

Sakadvipl BrahmaQas and the descendants of some Sakadvlpl BrahmaQa father and 

Vaisya mother are called the Grahavipra.s or Ga1Jakas. 141 These Cirahavipra.s· ofticiated 

in the religious ceremonies. A reference to these Brahma(las is also found in a verse in 

the A-ryasapta.satl where the graha.santi (propitiation of planets by sacrifices etc.) has 

been beautifully described in connection with a deep attachment of a lady-love for her 

lover.
142 

Besides, the gar,taka (astrologer) class was very skilled in astrology and used to 

tell one's fortune by drawing lines on the ground with a piece of chalk. However. they 

were very much ill famed in the society for their hypocritical nature - so much so that 
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they have even found a mention in a verse in the Aryasaptasatl while describing the 

deceitfulness of the lover towards his lady-love. 143 Naturally, these astrologers who are 

even called knitavavii 44 (master fraud) were not at all an object of honour everywhere in 

the society and usually looked upon as pat ita (fallen, degraded or outcast) because they 

had given up the Vedic religion and got excessively attached to astrology. A branch of 

this class who were known as Agradiinl Briihmm;za were also regarded as patita because 

they used to receive first gift of the funeral ceremony from the Sildras. 

Worship through Images: 

In addition to the epigraphic evidences. a large number of the images of the Sun 

god have been found in Bengal during the 8th to the 12th century A. D., indicating the 

great popularity of Sun-cult and consequently the grmnh and development of Sun

Images. 

8th Century A.D. 

Three images of the solar divinity are known to belong to the 8th century A.D., 

aU-datable in its second half. Based on their lind spots. we can safely say that the worship 

of the god in image form was prevalent in Varendrl and some parts of Uttar Riirj.hii. 

Continuation of earlier fashion and appropriation of newer trends are clearly noticeable in 

their iconography. The terracotta Siirya145 from PaM.rpur represents the god with a halo. 

seated as cross-legged and holding full-blown lotuses into uplifted hands, which reminds 

us of the god on the Bodh-Gayii railings. The relief from Bhadrakall (Hooghly) 146 with a 

clear sign of emphasis on flatness not only echoes the two-dimensional art of Bhiirhut but 
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also depicts the deity (Pl. I Oa) in full anthropomorphic form ignoring the prescribed rule 

of the Matsya Pura~;~a. Another feature in this sculpture not very uncommon in Pala 

sculptures is the representation of the deity inside a shrine with minor niches within itself 

shaped as caitya. The appearance of the caitya windows in solar iconography is quite 

natural in view of the fact that the Pala kings were ardent patrons of Buddhism. The 

temple design in the sun-icon indicates the popularity of temple-concept in the worship of 

the Sun god. Siirya and his two attendants Daq~ and Pingala are represented as wearing 

a pair of pointed boots, as it would be seen in the sun-icons belonging to the Pala Bengal. 

The chariot and horses along with the charioteer vanish from the scene. The god holds a 

lotus in each hand, the petals of which tacing the viewer are open while those of the 

upraised Hower are closed. This style of Silrya image does not tally with that of the 

earlier images of tht· Gupta period when sometimes the di\init) held three Jlowers 

instead of two in each hand. The third 8th century A.D. image 1
"' in grey sandstone comes 

from Naogaon, Rajshahi. Occurrence of only three Sun images in the three districts of 

early Bengal along with the possibility of two being used as icon for worship leads us to 

presume that the anthropomorphic worship of the god had yet not developed on an 

organized and wide-spread scale t.ecausc of the strong 13rahmaryical concept of the Sun 

worship as visualized in the Satapatha BriihmaQ-a discussed earlier and comparative 

weakness of the champions of the solar iccms. The absence of the female attendants in the 

Sun images also speaks of its distance from Tantrik philosophy. 

91
h Century A.D. 

The ninth century witnessed greater popularity of the icon-worship of the Sun probably 
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because of a wider belief in his curative aspect as well as a stable government and liberal 

religious policy under the Piilas. However, out of the 26 ninth century AD. images 

noticed hitherto, all the 25 of known provenance hail from P~~ravardhana - four 148 

· · 
149 hre fro o· · 1150 d 16 fro M Id 151 from RaJshahi, one from Bogra, t e m maJpur an m a a. 

Therefore, it is quite reasonable to think that image-worship of the solar deity became 

more popular not only in the district of Rajshahi but also extended to new areas like the 

districts of Dinajpur and Maida. the last showing comparatively a tremendous vogue of 

images in the Sun-cult. Wonderful growth of Sun images in comparision to the previous 

century and greater extension of their find spots might have been due to the spread of the 

icon-worshippers in dit!erent areas and increased belief in the rogaharllii concept of the 

Sun god. The tradition of Sun worship as noticed among the Pul)~ras in the .4r>·e.va 

Upani>·ad of the 4'" century B.C. probably played a prominent role in the ever-increasing 

popularity of the anthropomorphic worship of the god in the Pul)~ravardhana. Anyway. 

it is interesting to note that out of 16 Sun images from Maida, ll came from Gazole and 

the rest from Bamangola and Habihpur and all these areas are very close to the district of 

Dinajpur. With these facts in our hand. we are inclined to presume that a large area in 

Pul)~ravardhana comprising Rajshahi. Dinajpur and Maida was emerging as a dominating 

zone of Sun-cult, its centre being located in the first-named district. It may also be 

mentioned in this connection that in three of the Gazole images 1
'
2 previously mentioned. 

neither the Sun god nor his attendants wear any boots - a feature which is extremely rare 

not only in Bengal but also in the whole of India excepting the South. Generally. Sun 

images in north and east India are found with booted legs as an essential component of 

the udlcyavda or the deity's feet are left uncarved in accordance with the injunction of 
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the Matsya Puriir,~a, which prescribes deterrent punishment for such violation. Even the 

attendant gods and goddesses are similarly represented. Perceptibly, the artists must have 

followed some iconographic text of South India for those three bootless images. May be, 

some time in the ninth century A.D. there developed a settlement of the Sun-worshipping 

people in the Giizole area where some followers of the Southern tradition of the solar cult 

preferred to inhabit because of like-mindedness in cult-affiliation. Non-availability of 

Sun-idols from Ra~ha, VaiJ.ga or Samata(a may be attributed to the pre-dominance of 

orthodox Hinduism in those regions. 

During the Buddhist Pala rule in Bengal, the people at large remained within the 

fold of BriihmaJ,lical religions. It appears that Pilla art and culture flourished not only on 

the patronage of the court but also of the active interest of the rich individuals and 

exigencies of religious cults. 113 Regardin!,' th,· l':\t"cution of a piece of sculpture. the 

person or persons under whose patronage it was being executed, had nothing to suggest. 

It was the artists who trom time to time within the principles of image making became 

successful, as suggested by Bhattacharyya"4 in converting an image into a perfect piece 

of art. This is equally true in cases of some of the excellent pieces of sun-icons. It is. 

however, difficult to say whether the sun-priests simply enjoined to adhere to the texts 

strictly or allowed the sculptors to have the liberty while making the images. There is. 

however, little doubt that for the artistic exuberances including the execution of the sun 

images during the Pala-Sena periods. there was any place for the people at large. "That 

was basically the art of the higher cla~ses of the influential groups of the contemporary 

socio-economic order." We have little evidences of the art of the common people during 
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these centuries in respect of Silrya icons until in later centuries when the Sun worship 

was relegated to the status of folk-religion. 

High boots prevail in most of the images of the Sun god as well as his attendants 

though they are mostly clothed in dhoti. A transparent uttarfya with fluttering ends 

sometimes adorns the central deity by passing over his arms. Silrya is endowed with a 

kirf{a (diadem) which is flat at the top and frequently armed with a sword by his left side 

-a warrior feature that first made its appearance in the Kashipur sculpture. 155 The god is 

frequently attended by Pingala and D~~~ only. Pot-bellied Pingala usually carries a pen 

in his right hand and an inkpot in the left while the ayudhas and the posture of D~~l's 

hand often vary. The left hand of D~1~T is sometimes represented as endowed with .~ula 

or resting on a staff or placed on the hip while the right hand is raised to exhibit the 

ahhaya-mudra. However. in almost all cases. both these attendants of the Sun god are 

adorned with Karm;uja-muku(as. 156 Mahasvcta (Prthivf) makes a frequent appearance in 

front of Siirya, exhibiting abhaya with her right hand and holding alqamala (rosary) and 

kamw;~da/u (water-pot) in the left or holding a~ama/a in the right hand and lwmanda/u . , . 

in the left one. Two consorts of the Sun god, Samjf\a (Sarenu or Rajf\1) and Chaya . . 

(Nik~ubha) enter the iconographic scene. though in a verY fe1\ images. They are 

represented as carrying lilies and flywhisks or showing ubhaya-mudrti with their right 

hands and placing the kft on the hip. l1 ~:1 and Pratyii~a in archer pose are also seldom 

represented. Arw;a usually seated at the base or in the middle is shown with reins of the 

horses in his left hand and whip in the right. Silrya·s ornaments consist of necklace. 

bangles, earrings and a jeweled girdle. He is foUl1d in a pearl upavila in the images from 

Tanor, Rajshai1i and Shanail, Bogra (Pl. 7a). The Bogra image of the god also depicts him 
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with a circular tilaka on the forehead. Twisted rolls of hair fall on shoulders and over 

forehead in the images of Tanor, Rajshahi and Shanail. In a few images, horses are 

depicted as galloping to right and left in groups of three with the seventh horse in the 

middle against a wheel whose spokes are shaped like lotus. Pingala and D~c;IT are 

nimbate in the images of Tanor and of an unknown place, both in the district of Rajshahi. 

In an image from Rajshahi, there is an oval prabhiiva/1 behind the head with a beaded 

border. In another image from Rajshahi (Pl. 17a). two kneeling worshippers are depicted 

with seven horses between them while in the image from Thakurgaon (Dinajpur) there is 

a kneeling figure of a worshipper at the base. In an image from Ramchandrapur (BiraL 

Dinajpur) Kirttimukha appears at the apex leading us to the conclusion that the image 

seems to have been made tO\\ards the end of the 9'h century. The back slab is invariably 

rounded at the top and plain except for occasional depiction of a foliated border and a 

lotus at the apex with flying vidyadhara on either side. Anyway. increased presence of 

female attendance shows some sort of readiness of the icon-worshippers to accept the 

Tantric philosophy to some extent. CJnm1h of their sectarian devotion or hhakti to Surya 

might have contributed to comparative development of the Sun's personality in many a 

respect. Anthropomorphic concept of the god was heading for greater indianisation 

despite some ongoing alien traits, as is evidenced trom the depiction of dress. ornaments 

tilaka and prahhava/T and treatment of horses. The element of bhakti for the god is 

traceable in the desire of the donors to have their sculptures carved at the pedestal. 

10th Century A.D. 

Out of fhe I 6 images of the Sun god identified as belonging to the I Oth century 
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A.D., all but two have again come from PuQ.~ravardhana and their distribution against 

d. "d I d" . . " II R . hah" 157 3 B 158 l R 159 I o·n . ur160 
in 1v1 ua 1stnct IS as tO ows: aJS 1 - , ogra - , angpur - , 1 aJp 

- 2, Maida 161 - 4, Faridpur162 -I, Bankura 163 - 1, Hooghly164 - 1, and 2 in VRM
165 

most 

probably from Rajshahi or some adjoining area. PUQ.?ravardhana in this century also 

maintained its position as the centre of Sun worship. Though image making for the Sun 

god appears to have come down, its worship witnessed further extension in new areas 

such as Rangpur in north Bengal, Faridpur in Vanga and Bankura in Ri'il}.hi'i. It seems that 

some of the Sun worshipping people inhabiting probably in Rajshahi district were 

shifting to other places because of professional or commercial necessity or/and the 

curative aspect of the Sun god wa' gaining ground in the psyche of the people of new 

areas impelling them to worship the Sun-deity in image form. In iconographic horizon. a 

few new trends became very popular in the subsequent times. The back slab. though still 

largely rounded at the top. turned into a pointed one in a few cases and this trend seems 

to have begun from the Rajshahi or neighbouring areas. Depiction of garland-bearing 

Vidyadharas on either side belo\1 the lotus at the apex is still not very common. 

Prabhiiva/1 has also started finding a place behind the head of the god, though on a very 

small scale. Pedestal of saprararlw type seems to be much more popular than the other 

forms. Surya's standing in samapiJdasthiinalw on a padmapltha is not very uncommon 

now. The only Surya image in Bengal standing in rrihhai1ga is a product of this century. 

Pingala, Dai)<;!I, ATUQ.a and Mahi'isvcta are seen accompanying the Sun god in most of his 

representations. The arrow-shooting 0$3 and Pratyii$ii also appear in company of the god 

in a number of icons while the god's consorts Samjiiii and Chiiyi'i are very seldom 

represented. High boots, sometimes ornamented, and dhoti in the body of Surya as well 
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as his attendants go on being employed as before. Upav!ta and uttar/ya very often adorn 

the god. There might be sometime a jeweled ka{ibandha encircling the waist of the god, 

from which dangles a sword at his left. Necklace, circular earrings or patrakwJqalas in 

his elongated ears and a high kirfJa with a flat top continue to beautify the divinity in 

addition to twisted locks of hair falling over the forehead and on shoulders. The 

representation of the seven horses on the pedestal with the fourth one from the left placed 

within a wheel and others galloping away to right and left in groups of three is an 

established practice now. The fashion of the throne back comes into the scene via an 

image from Godagari, Rajshahi. 166 

11th Century A.D 

That Sun worship gained much more popularity in the 11th century A.D. than in 

the previous one is evidently clear from the discovery of more number of images. Out of 

forty-one
167 

images with known date {lith century A.D.) and prmenance. 15 hail from 

Rajshahi 
168 

or neighbouring areas, 2 from Bogra, I from Pabna, 6 from Dinajpur, 6 from 

Maida (Habibpur- 2). I from Jalpaiguri. I from Coochbehar. 4 from Dacca (Vikrampur-

3) and I from Comilla. However. from literary texts and other sources. we have come to 

know about several Siirya images of unidentified dates and meager details from districts 

and regions such as Rajshahi (8). Dinajpur (37). Maida (4), Bogra (5), Jalpaiguri (I), 

Coochbehar (I), Dacca ( 17). Faridpur (2). C\1milla (6). Noakhali {I). Murshidabad ( 1 ). 

Birbhum (8), Burdwan (3), Bankura (2), Purulia (I), Hooghly (5), 24 Parganas (4), 

Midnapore (2). Barisal ( 1 ), East Bengal (II ). north Bengal 12 and Bengal ( 14 ). They 

might have belonged to last two or three centuries of the early Bengal and are a clear 

indication of increasing popularity or extent of Sun worship in ancient times in this part 
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of India Anyway, it may be safely presumed that in II th Century A.D., Rajshahi 

maintained its position as the principal centre of Sun worship followed by Dinajpur and 

Maida and at least some new areas came under the sphere of the solar cult. Presumably, 

Vikrampur was an important centre of Sun worship in the Vailga region. 

We may now look into the solar iconography of this century (Pl. 18a). During the 

II th and 12th centuries A.D. the decorative impulse and other details in respect of costume 

and attitude almost recall the Vi~Q.u icons of the same age all over northern India in spite 

of some regional traits. 169 In this later Pala age, we come into acquaintance with various 

anthropomorphic and theriomorphic impressions as accessory to the main divinity. The 

back slab is invariably pointed at the top except for infrequent cases. At the apex is 

mostly the KTrtlimukha. spewing out floral scrolls through the comers of its lion-mouth. 

The top may seldom he decorated v.ith a lotus. a floral sign or an umbrella as well. Below 

it on either side is seen a flying gandharva. sometimes along with consort. each carrying 

a garland with folded hands. Very frequently is found the makara-headcd throne back 

supported by two pilasters with kinnara musicians to right and left. The decorations of 

hack slab may also consist of gaja-simha motif on either side. Sometimes we notice the 

ligures of kneeling devotees at the extreme right and left or some portion of the base. The 

pedestal is mostly of Saptaratha or Navaratha type. Silrya is frequently represented as 

standing in the usual pose on a lotus. which in the KotalTpara 170 or Bhitargarh image 171 

issue trom the agni-kw;uja (sacrificial fire-pit). The representation of agni-ku~~a in a 

Sun-icon may be an indication of growing importance of sacrificial ceremony in the 

religious sphere. Subsidiary figures except ArUQ.a and Mahasveta may also have 

individual footrest. 
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The figure of Siirya is usually carved partly in the round. The god goes on as 

represented in samabhangasthiinaka on a padmiisana, holding in each hand, a full-blown 

lotus by the stalk. He is accompanied by D~~T, Pir\.gala, Aru~Ja, Mahasvetli, Samji\ii, 

Chayii, O~a and Prat~. This indicates the full development of the god's iconographic 

traits as well as the journey of standardization. AruQ.a is frequently seated on the head of 

a ma~ra with legs hanging down on two sides of the animal whose snout is held in his 

left hand and carrying in his right hand a whip raised high. A swan or a peacock may 

unusually replace the makara. Sometimes O~a and Pratyil~a may not be represented at all 

or if depicted, may not be in the archer pose. Pir\.gala who invariably stands to the right of 

the god is found to his left in an exceptional casc. 172 On the left stands Dal)1T, exhibiting 

the ahhaya or holding a broken sword in his right hand and the left hand placed on the 

hip or on a staff or holding a staff or .iu/a or a sword. Silrya is in udfcyavda, his torso 

very frequently being clad in short tunic and sometimes bare except tor scarf and upal'/la. 

The god and his attendants are all clad in dhoti and wear high boots. 

Behind the head of the god. there is an O\ al or semi-oval and sometimes 

ornamental prabhiivall with two borders, one plain and the other decorated with flower 

petals. In this period, we make our real acquaintance with idealized can ings of the 

prahhiivall or nimbus behind the main deity. The celestial tire behind the main deity is 

arranged in the rare t1amboyancc of foliated patterns. The waist is generally encircled b: 

a jeweled ka{ihandha. All wear a profusion of ornaments on the neck. ears, arms and 

v.Tists. In two sculptures, 
173 

the Sun god is seen as wearing ••anami'i/i'i, which is 

characteristic of Vi~Q.u. This marks the beginning of Silrya's assimilation with Vi~Q.U. In a 

few Sun-icons, eight planets are also engraved, which, no doubt, emphasizes the 
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planetary aspect of the god and thus unconsciously starts the process of reducing the great 

Sun god to the status of a mere graha to be worshipped during grahayajna. The 

yajnopavfta, which is usually worn by the god, is replaced by a cord tied in the middle of 

the chest into knots like a channavfra, which is characteristic of ~Q.a Siirya wears an 

uttarfya as usual. The head of the god is adorned by a tall kirf{a-muku{a topped by an 

lima/aka (Pl. 17b). Headgears of Dandi and Pingala consist of karm)da-muku{as in the . . . 
Deopara (Rajshahi) Solar relief. 174 However rare. a row of ringlets is still visible on the 

forehead below the crown and a pair of twisted rolls of hair falls on both the shoulders. 

The representation of seven horses with one placed in the centre within the ekacakra of 

the Sun's chariot and the rest placed in the group of three galloping away to right and left 

came to be an established pattern by this time. In the Sun-icon from Joypurhat (Bogra). 115 

the god stands within a temple suggested by a three-lobed arch resting on a pair of pillars 

but the arch is not crowned by iimala/w (Pl. 15b ). 

Silrya is armed, as before, with a sword that hangs by his left side from a baldric. 

which passes over the thighs right to lef\. In addition to the sword. the god also 

sometimes keeps a dagger in his waistband. A bejeweled dagger on each side may also be 

seen. The tiequent endowing of sword or dagger to the Sun god jointly or in greater 

number is quite compatible with the prevailing political situation of early Bengal, which 

may be briefed threre. In 1019 A.D .. Kalachuri Gangeya occupied Tlrabhukti. which was 

recaptured by Mahlpala I in 1024 A.D. The same year, South Bengal had to face an 

invasion by the Colas. The incursion that wa~ inflicted upon Bengal by Kalachuri Karva 

was paid back with a strong resistance in I 041 A.D. and ultimately there brought about a 

treaty between the two at the intermediacy of Dlpailkara Sri'jii.ana Atlsa. Again, in 1043, 
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a Pala king, this time Vigrahapala, is seen having entered into a conflict with Kalachuri 

Karqa. In 1055, Jatavarrnan put an end to the rule of the Candra dynasty to introduce their 

royal line in Vikramapur. Five years later, started the feudatory rule of Samantasena in 

Ra1ha-janapada. In 1071, the Pala king Mahfpala II lost his life in the people's revolt, 

which ultimately led to the founding of Kaivarla-riijya in V arendra under Divyok. The 

year II 00 A.D. witnessed the defeat and killing of Kaivarta king Bhfma and restoration 

of Varendra by the Pala king Ramapala. In the light of the above facts, it may safely be 

said that for almost the whole of the 11th century A.D. there prevailed a warlike situation 

in Bengal leading to a good deal of political ups and down and under the prevailing 

condition, the necessity of more and more weapons must have left a tremendous impact 

in the psychology of the people. This might have largely impelled the people to conceive 

the Sun god already in udlcyave.{a more as the representation of a militarily well

equipped ruler and probably to raise him to the status of an Emperor. he was provided 

with makara-headed throne supported by ornamented pillars and kinnara musicians for 

his royal entertainment. 

It is deserving of note that a good number of Sun images from Var\ga show eleven 

Adityas engraved on them. This is. no doubt. a conscious attempt tD depict and worship 

of Surya a~ one of the Adityas. however important he may be, and not forgetting his other 

eleven counterparts. This indicates the unquestionable acceptabilit' of one god Surya 

being put into question and distantly foreshadows his decline when emphasis would be 

laid upon the 'ekiintika' worship of the 'f)·!wleva ·due to the advent of monotheistic ideas 

from the South. 
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12th Century A.D. 

Thirty-five images176 are found to have definitely been the products of the 12th 

century A.D. and their distribution 177 against the find-spots is as follows: Rajshahi: 12178
; 

Rajshahi or adjoining area 8; Bogra: I; Din~pur: I; Maida: 5179
; Jalpaiguri: I, 

Coochbehar: 2 and Dacca: 5. However. many of the images referred to in different 

sources without any date must have also belonged to this era of early Bengal. Rajshahi 

again emerged as an important centre of Sun-cult in Bengal and region wise, the cult is 

found to have been more popular in Ptn;J~ravardhana than in its other three counterparts 

namely Ra~ha, Vait.ga and Samatata. Sun worship in Vari.ga mainly revolved round Dacca 

and its adjoining area. The solar cult was. of course, not that unpopular in the Riidhii

junapada but here the Sun god was quickly being assimilated into the concept of 

Dharmathiikur who was one of the most popular folk-deities in this region, originally 

possessing some of the solar attributes. 

The iconographic elements of the Sun-deity arc not that different from those of 

the previous century (Pl. 17b). The back slab. which is im ariahly pointed at the top. is 

largely richly decorated. There is the Kfrttimukha sign at the top except for very 

exceptional depiction of lotus etc. Below on each side is a garland carrying t1ying 

Vidyadhara, sometimes accompanied by his consort. Very often. we come across the 

throne back with makaru device having two pilasters on "hich kinnara musicians or 

geese seldom appear on either side. The centaur-upon-elephant design (gaja-simha) is 

frequently exhibited on the two perpendicular sides of the piece. The rampant lion has 

between his jaws what appears to be the stalk of a lotus. Sometimes the god and some of 

his attendants may be found as standing within the alcove of a temple suggested by a 

trefolio arch, supported by a pair of richly carved pillars and topped by iimalaka (Pl. 
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18b ). The pedestal is of mostly Saptaratha type, though the Navaratha form is not that 

uncommon. Male and female worshipper or donor couple (Pl. 17b) may also occur on 

either side of the pedestal. Even the name of donor or the artisan may be found as 

engraved. 

The deity stands in samabha~iga pose as usual on a padmiisana. He is always 

accompanied by his attendants: D~~~ and Piilgala, Charioteer AruJ;J.a and miniature 

Mahasvetii, two consorts Samjiia and Chiiya and arrow-shooting O~a and Pratyil~a. The 

prabhiivall behind Silrya's head is usually semi-oval or oval and has double borders, one 

plain and the other decorated with flower petals. A mass of flames (Pl. 19b) behind the 

back of Silrya frequently rises as high as the top of his crown. Aru\1a is usually sitting on 

the head of a makara, clutching the proboscis of the animal with his left hand. 

The god keeps wearing a kirl{amuku(a topped by an lima/aka. However. the god 

is once seen adorned with karw;uja-muku(a 180 that is indicative of subordination in status. 

The deviation from kir/{an111ku{a. which is textuallv exclusive for "'arayal)a. to KaraiJtja

muku(a, however singular a case it may he, is probably an indication of a question about 

the relative status of the Sun god in a society predominantly under the impact of 

Vai~Qavism, which really eclipsed the Sun-cult some decades after. Pirigala is sometimes 

seen as wearingJa{iimuku{a, 181 which is prescribed for Brahma and Rudra. This could be 

viewed as an endeavor to take Pirigala who is idcntifiahle with Agni, out of the secondary 

rank in a Sun-icon by raising him to the status of Hrahma and Rudra. It may also be seen 

as an effort on part of one of the principal attendants of Silrya to curve a separate position 

for himself. In some cases, Dar:~r is also endowed with Kara~Jqa-muku{a in place of 

Kirl/a. The change towards inferior type of headgear for the Sun god or his attendant or 
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allotment of Ja(iimuku(a for Pingala, in all probability, points to the downward course of 

the solar cult. 

In the Sun-relief from Badhair (Tanor, Rajshahi), 182 there appears on the forehead 

of the god a lozenge-shaped tilaka, which is characteristic of Buddha signifying 

'nobility'. The employment in a solar image of some symbol marked down for the deities 

of other sects undoubtedly aims at establishing the borrower as having the same position 

as that of the other dominant cult-gods. The rrivalr mark, which is characteristic of Vi~ou, 

is found incised on the throat of the god in the icons from Rajshahi, 183 which again 

strengthens our supposition about the ongoing process of pem1anent ·solar eclipse· b) 

Viwu. Ringlets of hair, though seldom, continue to appear on the forehead under the rim 

of the crown and on either shoulder. 

The god and all his companions are invariably in ud!C]m·c(a. though dhoti or (ari 

covers their lower body. Unlike some past time when there was a strong tendency to keep 

the upper body of the deity bare along the indigenous line. the torso of the god is now 

mostly covered b) a tunic or annour. the outlines of which inkrtwine to fonn a knot on 

the breast. Some weapon in possession of the divinity has come to be almost an 

established feature by this time. As before. he is generally girt with a S\\Ord. which hangs 

along his left side and it is not infrequently that a dagger is also thrust into the waistband 

on the right. Warlike situation and resultant defensive mentality perhaps \m·gel) 

contributed to the greater use of tunic or armour in the torso instead of keeping it bare as 

well as the usual possession of o!Tensiw weapons. 

In the Surya figures of the Pala and Sena periods, the religious outlook of the 

northem and Iranian regions is retained. but in the meditation and interpretation of the 
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solar divinity, it would seem that the Vedic and Briihmavical religious concepts had 

merged. 184 Concerning the iconographic features of the Sun god in the early and late Pa.Ja 

period, the opinion of J. N. Banerjea may be mentioned here. The treatment of the broad 

sword hanging on the left side of the central deity, the parabolic 'prabhavalf ',the 'kulah' 

caps on the heads of Da!J.~I and Pingala, absence of any elaborate decoration, the separate 

'prabhii' (halo) and the absence of the two queens - all these features may indicate a Sun

icon as belonging to the early or middle Pala period. 185 The profuse ornamentation of the 

relief, the pointed stela with the 'Kfrttimukha' design on the top centre (absent in the 

earlier group). the arrangement in several parallel layers of the companions (shown in 

different sizes) of the main deity, the lndianiscd crowns ( 'karwyja-muku{as') of Dar9I 

and Pitigala. definitely date a Sun-relief in the late or early Sena period186 These are 

characteristic of the fully developed type of solar icons in Bengal. The practice of 

occasionally recording the name of the donor. sometimes along with those of his father 

and grandfather. or the name of the sculptor along with even that of his preceptor. 

somewhere on the pedestaL starts ti·om the ninth century A.D. and continues throughout 

the succeeding ages of early Bengal. 

Syncretic outlook in Saura Cult: 

With the fuller development of hhakti element in religious thought, there came up 

different independent sects around different deities. As time passed. there was a fusion of 

different, often rival cults resulting in a composite image. Either this was because of a 

craving for the ideological compromise among the rival philosophy of ditTerent sects. 

promotion of good will and religious tolerance or different cults simply merged with one 
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another, as different members of the same family worshipped different deities. Besides, 

approved Smrti works like some of the Dharmasiistras and the Manu- and Yiijnavalkya

smrtis did not advocate the cause of any cult in particular. Therefore, among many a 

follower of the authoritative Smrti works, was developed a liberal attitude towards 

matters of religious faith. Many of the persons of higher order. usually BriihmaJ;~as 

known as Smiirtas, evolved a kind of worship described as Panciiyatana-piijii, in which 

the principal deities of the five approved Brahmal}ical Hindu cults were the objects of 

veneration. Paiiciiyatana-piijii stands for the worship of Vi~QU, Siva. Durga (Parvatl), 

Siirya and GaQeSa. They arc worshipped in their lithomorphic fonl1S. which are: for 

Vi~ou the .~iilagriimu-stone, for Siva the lirw,a- (hiiJ;~alinga), for Durga (Parvatl) 

sl'Ur(zarekha-. for Siirya the slln ak<lnta- and for Ga\leSa the S\'W'(Whhadra-stone. Before 

those. sacred mantras are murmered and incense. rice-grains and nmvers are o!Tered to 

them. During the Sena-Vannan rule in Bengal \\·hen Brahma(lical religion was greatly 

governed by the Smrti. !'ancopiisana became ver) popular. Lak~maQasena. 

Visvariipasena and Siiryasena were all staunch Vai~\lmas but they were equal!) 

respectful to Sadasiva. Indeed. Visvariipascna and Suryasena were also devotees of 

Surya. In all his endeavors. Jayadcva was publiclv known as a devout Vai~\lava. but in 

fact. he was a Smrti-versed Brahmaoa votary of the Pailcadevatii. He not only created 

panegyric 1(1r R<ldhiimiidham. hut also composed hymns of praise t(,r ivlahadev a as well 

as verses on the yogic means of salvation. 187 Most probably. the poet Dhoyl was also a 

votary of Paiicopiisanii like Jayadeva. 188 Most of the Sena kings were also followers of 

Pancopasana, as is evidenced by simultaneous show of reverence to NarayaQa, Mahesa 

and Siirya in a few of their inscriptions as well as reference in the !'awma-dzlta (verse 28) 
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to installation of both the La/cymfnarayw;w and Mahadeva images in temples in 

Suhmade5a. 189 The poet Vidyapati was not at all the great Vai~Q.ava, nor a votary of 

Sahajiya, but that he was a Smrti-versed BriihmaQ.a devotee of the Paficadevatii as well as 

a worshipper of Siva, Ganga and Umii. 190 It is clear from the above that during the last 

centuries of the Hindu rule in early Bengal. Surya received worship as a constituent cult

deity of Paficopiisanii from a large number of followers of this religious system. 

The trend of rapprochement between di!Terent sects is best illustrated by the 

syncretic images. Features of the Sun god are traceable in the images of various cult 

deities. The resplendent body of the Sun had to be trimmed by his father-in-law 

Visvakarma to enable his daughter Samjna. the principal consort of Surya. to bear her 

husband's company, and this. perhaps. resulted in the dc'\dopment of many weapons. 

attributes, etc. of other Briihmm;tical Hindu deities. The (i{Lyatrl mantra itself is 

conceived by orthodox BrahmaJ;tas as Brahma. Vi~r.Ju and Siva. in the morning. midday 

and evening respectively. each of which deity shines resplendent within the !laming solar 

orb. In the J'v!arkw;tjeya PurZi!;w. Surya is invoked thus: ··srahma·s. Si'a·s and Vi~Qu·s 

bodies arc the same as the body of the resplendent Sun whose real nature is threefold 

indeed. may he be gracious•·· Another irnocation runs thus: ""Adoration to Surya. who is 

the base of meditation, and who is one with Brahmii. Vi~Qu and Siva." 1
'il It must be 

hymns such as the above. which were the basis of the development of composite figures 

in later periods. 

The close connection of Surya with Vi~QU. or Vi~Qu as "larayaQa is well known. 

A black chlorite specimen
192 

depicts the Sun god in padmasana endowed with four 

hands. In front of the bare-footed god are seated Mahasveta and AruQa driving a seven-
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horsed chariot. While in his upper hands, the god carries a pair of lotuses, the lower right 

and left hands hold the sankha and cakra respectively. The example appears to be a 

syncretic icon combining the elements of Siirya with those of Vi~l)U. The composite icons 

with the features ofSiirya and Siva are comparatively few. One such can be recognized in 

a 12'h century A.D. image found at Manda (Rajshahi). in which Siirya and Siva are the 

constituents and which has been tentatively identified as 'Miirttm;uja-Bhairava' by K. C. 

Sarkar. 193 The compromising spirit between the sects of Siirya and Brahma194 is revealed 

by the Ms. Puykara-Miihatmya of the Padma Purii!Ja. An II th century A.D. sculpture 195 

from Mahendra (Kushmandi, West Dinajpur) depicting the composite figure of Siirya 

with Brahma is available in the Varendra Research Museum. The deity in this case has 

six arms. In two of its hands. two lotuses arc held. while the others display mradamudnl. 

ak.1amiilii. ahhayamudrii and kamaiJ~Ia/u. The increased number of hands. its solar 

features. the rosary and water-\'essel -the well-known emblems of Brahma in t\\O of its 

hands. make it a composite icon. 

A pan from Brahma. Vi~\lU and Si\ a. reconciliation and rapprochement between 

rival gods and their creeds is also trac..:able from the direct association of Bodhisa11w1 

Loke.,t'(lru with I !indu cult divinities including the Sun god. i\ fragmentary relief1
"" of 

medieval Bengal depicts a I 0-armed Surya-Lokcsvara now preserved in the Ashutosh 

'vluseum. Calcutta l!niversitv. Of the extant t(ntr hands. a pair of right and left hands 

holds two full-blown lotuses. The other pair holds the ak.1amiilii and an indistinct object. 

The god wears iatiimuku(a in one head. A seated miniature of the two-anned 

" Dhyiilhuddha Amitahha appears on the crest of the image. The image has tentatively been 

identified as a combined representation of Siirya and Lokdvara. 197 
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Sometimes, separate images of gods belonging to rival sects were grouped 

together with a view to promote the religious tolerance among different sectaries. The 

worship of such images in-group was also prevalent in Bengal. An inscribed slab of the 

26th year of Dharrnapala is carved with figures of Siirya, Vi~QU and Siva (or Bhairava), 

each sitting side by side. 198 Siirya at the extreme right is shown holding two lotus-

flowers, one in each of his hands and wearing boots on his feet. Vi~Qu, in the extreme 

left. has four hands holding §wikha. ca/a·a, gadii and padma. Siva (or Bhairava)199 is 

shown in the middle. It seems that the main god of the worshipper was Siva to whom the 

inscription is dedicated. 

There are instances of borrowing and incorporating some deities by the Buddhists 

!rom the solar cult. which may be taken as the sign of the gnming popularity. if not of 

assertion and encroachment. of the Sun cult upon Buddhism. One of the four most 

important t(m11S of Buddhist Avalokites\'ara-Lokanatha seen in Bengal is Sililh<IIILidu-

l.oke.'ivaru. the healer of Leprosv.''"' who took the f(lfm and features of Sun·a. Three-. . 

faced. borne by seven boars and a truncated demon as the charioteer. kneeling in an 

archer's pose in the chariot. the important Vajrayana goddess 'v1arlcl is the Buddhist 

counterpart of the Brahma~1ical Sttr\a. 2111 It is interesting to note that \\hik thL' Buddhists 

in their desire to prove the superiority of their own gods humbled Brahmaoical gods such 

as Brahma. Vi~Qu. Siva. Gaur!. Ga~1esa. lndra etc .. the Sun god newr became tlw tarl!<.?t 
~ ~ 

of their attack. The borrowing of solar concept in creating and fashioning of Lokesvara 

and Marfcf as well as the lack of sectarian animosity reflected through icons shows 

harmony and amity between the two creeds. The frequent hostile attitude of the 

Brahmaoical champions towards the Buddhists and the unre\'erential indifference of the 
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former towards the solar priests of foreign origin and non-Vedic practices might have 

brought these two cults very close to each other. That is why the followers of Buddhism, 

probably, made the Buddha the brother of Siirya (Aditya-Bandhu), and had no objection 

to worshipping him also. This might have been the policy also of the adherents of 

Jainism. Moreover, the Sun-worshippers too might have liked such an alliance, for 

Buddhism was then the dominant religion of a great part of the country202 Appearences 

of small figures of gods such as Trinity. Vi~J}U. Gal}esa. Karttikeya etc. on the top of a 

n 
few solar images remind us of the presence of parental Dhyiil Buddhas in the Buddhist 

!COilS. 

There were enthusiasts in every religion to champion and fight for their own. 

There was no dearth of mutual hostilit: between the various sects of Hrahmw1ism. There 

were rivalry and jealousy between diverse Indian sects. The sectarian animosities found 

vent through the milder channel of L1hrication of mythological stories and construction of 

interesting images in illustration thereof. 

IV 

Navagraha Worship 

Navagrahas (nine planets) came to he worshipped as a component part of the solar 

religion. They also formed a non-sectarian object of worship. However. they arc not 

mentioned in any inscription of the Gupta period. Presumably. their worship became 

prevalent in the post-Gupta period and occupied a place of great popularity and 

importance in medieval time not only among the Hindus hut also to a certain extent 

among the Buddhists. This particular ceremony is known as Grahayiiga or Svaslyiiyana. 
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Neither in the Vedic nor in the Epic literature do we find reference to this 

Grahayiiga. However, in the Mat:,ya, Agni and some other Puriil}as as well as in the 

Yiijnavalkya-Smrti there are elaborate rules for the performance of Grahayiiga to appease 

the Navagrahas. In Chapters 231 and 232 of the Vi~l}udharmattora (Kha'!<fa I) there are 

references to various kinds of actions which bring people under the influence of the 

grahas and encourage them to exert their influence as well as symptoms of persons 

influenced by different kinds of grahas along with treatment of such persons by means of 

herbs, mantras etc203 Yiijiiavalkya204 says that a man. desirous of peace, prosperity, 

ample rains (for his crops), long life and nourishment. should perform 'Grahayajnas'. 

which should also be performed by a man who likes to harm his enemies. Graha.iiinti 205 

or Grahayajiia206 was performed bdore launching lln a military campaign. It was also 

occasioned to pacify evil influence of planets likely to inflict mist(Jrtune and danger as 

we 11 as to avoid inauspicious happenings in religious perf(mnances. The planets were 

worshipped on some other occasions also. Along 1\ith the constellations. they were drawn 

in a circle on the ground and propitiated on the ceremonial ablution called pu,\Hisn[ma. zu

ln order to make predictions about rainfall and crops. an astrologer \\ent to a place north 

or cast of the city or village and drc\\ on ground planets and constellation and 

worshipped them 20
R 

Navagrahas images were made of ditTerent materials. Their ligures were also to 

be drawn on canvas in their respective colour or in maiJ\ialas made of scented paste 

(sandal-wood-paste). The Navagrahas also tound lithic representation. ln most cases. the 

Navagrahas, usually standing and rarely seated, were carved in a row, either on a single 

slab of stone serving as an architectural piece in the medieval temples (e.g. in a panel on 
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a doorframe) or on lintels over the entrance doorway and sometimes on the tor ana of a 

Surya temple. According to Manomohan Ganguly, 209 the introduction of these images in 

the temples was invariably meant to ensure prosperity to their founders and to prevent 

any evil happening to the temples themselves. They were also carved on sculptures of 

other deities as subsidiary deities. Perhaps slabs carved with the Navagrahas were also 

used for regular worship. 

Besides accompanying the Sun god. the Navagrahas are also depicted on 

the prabhiivall of the Kalyiinasundara or .<"iva-vivahi 10 and the so-called 'Mother and 

Child' images. One image of .'~e~·a{ayana- J "i.p;w from Bengal also contains this panel of 

deities. Separate representations of any particular one of the nine planets are extremely 

rare. 

The earliest reference to the (irahayajrw in early Rengal is found in connection 

with Sasiinka"s disease as mentioned late genealogical \\orks of Bengal 

B -h . liXIA d" h d" . d . j' I (' h . ra mar;tas. · ccor mg to t e tra 1t1on preserve among a sect1on o t 1e 1ra avtpra 

(also called Sakadvlpl) Brahmaoas. t\\chc Rrahma\Jas living on the banks of the Sarayu 

river were brought by king Sasanka in order to cure himself of a fatal ailment by offering 

sacritices to the planets (wahayaflla). Sasa1ib \\as cured and re\\arded the Briihmai)as 

who then settled in Bengal. Planets like R<l\·i. ( 'undra. Budha etc. are indirectly referred 

to in many inscriptions from Bengal. flo\\ c\ cr. specific mention of Na\ agraha worship is 

found in the Sian (Birbhum) Stone Inscription (approx.l 043 A.U.).w In verse 55. 

mention is made of the offering of golden lotus by a king for the icons of the Navagrahas 

("cakre yo haimam Navagriimbhojam··- Verses 54, 55). The gift of golden lotus for the 

image of the Navagrahas takes it for granted that the worship of the nine planets gained 
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immense popularity in the Uttara Raqhii in the first half of the II th century A.D. 

especially among a section of affluent people. It may also be presumed that the donor, 

like Sasfulka, must have been cured of some fatal disease, which inspired him to incur a 

great expenditure for the worship of the Navagrahas out of deep gratitude. It is difficult to 

identify the king who made the gift of the golden lotus. However. he might have been 

Nayapala (1027-43 A.D.) or his son Vigrahapiila III (1043-70). During the Sena-Varman 

age, one of the major mental focuses was the meditation and concepts entrenched in 

astrology. There were bathing and eating in respect of lunar days following the 

injunctions of planets and stars as well as pilgrimages to suit such occasions. oblations. 

sacrifice and penance. The moon was believed to preside over an eclipse 213 

The introduction of the Cimhuptiia ewrywherc: in India is attributed to the 

Siikadvlpl Brahma~;1as. \Vith their appearance in this countrv. the worship of the Sun 

became widespread and simultaneously the worship ,,f the 1\avagrahas centering round 

the lord of the planets Siirya came into vogue. The Sakadvipl Brahmaoas are knovvn as 

·Grahavipra· in the Bchaddlwmw !'uni!Ja. It is surprising that these Brahma~1s many of 

whom were skilled in astrology came to he reproached as Briihmw;ws of a very low grade 

under the names elf Bhoiuku. llaimi1lu and A~rwl<ini. On the other hand. thev have . ' ( ~ 

respectfully been mentioned as l'wnklipavano in the Swhmlsarosulru (2!13) of the 

Bchul-swithil<l. Probably the ehauv in ism of the indigenous Brahmaoas largely contributed 

to such reprehensible position of the Maga llrahma\1as in the society. 

!he Navagraha-panels. discovered so far in Bengal. are dated between the eighth 

and the 12th century A.D., which goes to confirm the literary evidence that suggests the 

late appearance of the ritual knO'>'~ll as f(rahayiiga in the religious life of the people. The 
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find-spots of the panels are distributed over a wide stretch of territory extending from 

Dinajpur, Rajshahi and Maida in north Bengal to the Sundarbans in 24 Parganas district 

in the southern part of Bengal. Thus, it is evident that all the graha images in panels and 

separate representations are from north and West Bengal and none from the East. 

Therefore, we can safely say that worship of Navagraha images was more popular in 

north and West Bengal. 

Method of Sun Worship in Bengal 

Because of scarcity of infonnation in both literary and epigraphic materials. it is 

very difficult to give an account of the methodology of Sun worship in early Bengal. 

However. there is no room for doubt that it used to follow largely the Vedic. Epic and 

PuraQic line. Very prohahly. the Vedic way of Sun worship through the recitation of the 

hymns and the offerings was pre1 alent among the orthodox section of the BrahmaQaS and 

other higher classes. SanJhyopc1.\ami as a f(Jrm of Sun worship must have been practiced 

hy the conservative Brahnla\las. a large section of whom had come !rom nor1hem and 

western part of India. That Silrva-namaskaro was also in vogue is testified hy the Gaya 

Sita!a Temple Inscription."' .-\11 the I()Lir verses on the Sun incorporated in the .'l'u/Jiu!)ilu

ratnako.)a refer to the Sun at sunrise. which shows that it was at the dawn that many 

Hindus. irrcspcctiw of sect .. addressed their prayers to the Sun. 

The employment of flowers. incense, garlands. lamps etc. in the worship of the 

Sun that began from the Epic period was also followed in early Bengal as is e\ idenced by 

the Jagadishpur copper plate (447 AD.) which refers to donation of lands for a temple of 

the Sun god and for the expenses to be incurred in connection ,,·ith the supply of 
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offerings, oblations consisting of rice, milk and sugar (boiled together), as well as for the 

supply of perfume, incense and oil etc, Image worship of the Sun god at home and in 

temple was undoubtedly popular. The Vedic homa forms an important part of the 

worship; the mantras to be used are either Vedic or Pur3J;!ic or both. 215 

As mentioned earlier, Sun cult was also influenced by the Tantric cult, which was 

becoming quite popular since the 71
h_gth centuries onwards. The method of initiation 

under Tantric influence involved the choice and preparation of the ground, selection of 

spiritual preceptors and disciples. offer of arghya to the Sun with the mahamantra. 

drawing of a mm:zda!a with the figure nf a twelve-petalled lotus in it. performance of 

homa and of lal!vanyasa and manlranyasa. worship of the quarter-guardians to whom 

tish. meat etc. are offered 216 The nzwztrus with Tantric symbolism are employed at every 

step. The drawing of mm:zdala. the performance of various kinds of mudrc/.1 and nycisas 

are in accordance with the Tantric philosophy. The methnds of performing ahhiciinz rites 

and h/ja.1 in mantras and practice of yoga have also been given and six acts \JZ.. 

. ) )7 
t'a.(/karm:za. 1ikar)·m,w. mara(W. /{("L"i/{ww. I'Idl'esana and slamhluma etc- · are also 

mentioned. The Sun-cult appears to have adopted Tiintric rractices in the later stage of 

the later Puri11,1as. However. as noticed earlier. Sun worshir remained tree from the 

concept of a female principle as the cause of the universe so characteristically developed 

in the Tantric rhilosophy. 

The Sun was worshipped at dawn. noon and Sunset. Annual worship and annual 

car-festival were performed with the use of the Vedic and Pura\1ic mantras. Seven 

different saptamltithis as well as twelve {ukla-saptamJ\" were also observed. 
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Sun-sect: 

The existence of a Sun-sect in Bengal may be traced since the 4th century B.C. In 

the Aryeya Upani~ad, 218 the non-Aryan PUI).gras and the Sumhas who are described as 

regarding the Sun as the highest reality, were, no doubt, the earliest class of the staunch 

Sauras. 

The deep-rooted element of hhakti. which is the basis of a sect and which was 

prevailing vigorously in the country in the pre-Gupta period. is pronouncedly 

demonstrated in the terracotta Surya from <Bandraketugarh. As parts of the Gupta Empire, 

Pu1;1gravardhana. Raqha and Vmiga certainly came within the main current of the bhakti

movement in north India. The Jagadishpur inscriptionm shows that the construction of 

the Sun-temple and worship by means uf the oblations of rice. milk. sugar. perfume. 

incense. lamp etc. is done hy the indigenous people of India · the \" ais> as. It was the cult 

of hhakti that contributed to the adoption of the temple tradition. 220 The solar shrine in 

question was the result of a collective effort of three residents - K~emarka, Bhoyil and 

Mahidas. Thus. by the middle of the titih century A.D. a full-tledged Sun-sect \\ith all 

the paraphernalia of a temple, image. priesthood, rites and procedures had come into 

vogue in Bengal. 

The development of the Sun's personality in many respects was because of the 

growth of the sectarian devotion or hhukti to Surya. The dement of bhakti for the god is 

traceable in the desire of the donors to have their images carved on the pedestal. 

Elaborate rules and regulations for making the Sun-images and temples and for other 

constituents of the solar ritual were actually products of a sectarian Sun-cult. The 
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sectarian character of the solar cult is evidenced by the emergence of a special class of 

priests known as the Magas and the Bhojkas or the Yajakas. The Brahml!Qas who were 

k - - . B I h . . f h S 221 nown as Acaryas m enga, were t e mam sechon o t e auras. 

Historical evidence regarding the existence of a separate Sun-sect m medieval 

Bengal comes from the inscriptions of Visvariipasena and Suryasena who call themselves 

Paramasaura.222 From the beginning of the Gaya Gadadhar Temple Inscription223 and the 

Gaya Sitala Temple Inscription of Yak~apala224 with ··om namab Siiryiiya'' and the 

dedication of the first verse to the Sun god, it appears that the issuers of these two 

inscriptions were Paramasaura. Some epigraphic records on the pedestal of the Sun-

images suggest that the images of the god were sometimes set up tor his worship under 

the patronage of some leading persons ,,fa lncality. ()bv iously. the images m~re set up by 

the .'\'auras and for the Sauras. The existence of the .')aura sect may thus be derived 

indirectly from the available records. \1ost of the innumerable images of the Sun god 

found in Hengal were definitely meant f()r worship by the Sauras. 

The concentration of the lind-spots of the solar icons in the district of north and 

east Bengal seems to suggest that the .\'auras or the devotees of the Sun god most!) 

settled in those parts of Bengal. Further. the dating of most of the Sun-images trom the 

seventh to the 13th century A.D. clearly suggests the increasing number and importance 

of the Sauras during this long span of time. Hmvever. the sect of the Sun was not ver~ 

popular. which emerged under the impact of the indigenous tradition of bhakti and the 

Magian tradition or Sun worship. It seems that at a later period. the Sauras assumed a 

syncretic approach, as is best illustrated by the syncretic images. 
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ARKAKSETRAS IN BENGAL: . 
The existence of a few Arkalcyetras may also be traced in ancient Bengal. The 

'stotra' of a Sun god called Citraditya225 includes the names of all the important images 

of Silrya in India. A few of them, which may have been prevalent in Bengal, are 

Mundfrasvam'i Mandara and Samba in V arddhamiina. l•,fundfra at the confluence of . . ' ' . 

Ganga and Sagara is said to have been one of the three centres of Sun worship ofMagian 

type, other two being situated in Jndravana in the east226 i.e. Multan and Kalpriya 

respectively. The Gangasagara-samgama referred to in the Slwnda Purava 227 as the 

place where the morning Sun remained as Muvcjirasviimin may apparently suggest that 

the confluence of the river Bhiigirathi and the Sagar a (Bay of Bengal) was some times 

recognized as one of the places of Sun worship. Uatsva Purii(w 228 also refers to the 

greatness of the Gwigiisilgara -samgama. However, from the Padma Puriiva229 we come 

to know of the Gwiga.w1gara-swi1gwna ncar Puru,mllomakjt:/ra (modern Puri). :\fandilra 

in Puqyavardhana (PU\1~ravardhana. north Bengal J can not be precisely identified. 

Hc1wever. th.:re is a hill called Mandara-liiri in the Banka sub-di,ision of the district of 

Bhagalpur, at the foot of which there is a beautiful tank called !'clpahan!JI, where people 

cc1n1e to bathe from a long distance c1n the last day of the month of Pau.)a ' 30 The fact of 

taking bath in a tank on Pau.~a-swnkriinti reminds us of the Sun worship and Surya-

kuu~la. May be after the name of this :\1andara in Bihar. there might have developed a 

centre of Sun worship in Pu(l~ravardhana. Whatever may be the case. there is no room 

t(Jr any doubt that Pul)~ravardhana was the most important region of Sun worship in 

Bengal throughout the ancient period, as is evidenced by the reference to the PUQ?ras as 

the Sun-worshipping tribe in the A'r~·era Upani~ad as well as the discovery of large 

number of Sun images from different parts of this region since the early Gupta age down 
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to the end of the period under review. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to think about the 

existence of arkalcyetras in early north Bengal. V arddhamiina is identified as the present 

Bardhanko(i in Dinajpur.231 Large number of Sun images of different types and periods 

have been discovered from this district. Most probably, the legend of Samba's cure by 

Sun-worship contributed to the popularity of the Sun god by the name of Siimba in this 

area. It is from this district that the Bairhana Siirya image inscription has been found, 

which has described the god as the remover of all diseases. We have already seen from 

the Jagadishpur inscription that the temple of the 'Sahasrarm'm1 (the Sun) was situated in 

Siimbapura in PwJqravardhana-bhukti. It appears that based on the healing aspect of 

Siirya, the god named Samba became highly popular in Vardhamana, which in course of 

time developed into an Arkak~1·etru. 
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